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GAN YISROEL’S EFFECT ON 
THE WHOLE YEAR 

(Free Translation) 
 

…Especially and particularly the camps of Gan Yis-
roel- which are called 'Gan Yisroel' (Garden of Isra-
el), they should assist (the campers) that during 
the time of camp, the campers as well should be-
come 'fruits' of a garden. As fruits 
which grow, (they should grow) in the 
garden of Hashem, (meaning) that he 
grows every day and becomes better 
and more beautiful, in matters which 
are connected with Hashem, which 
these are the matters of Torah and 
Mitzvos and Yiddishkeit. 
 
As previously said, one of the main 
obligations of Gan Yisroel is that eve-
ryone that was in them (Gan Yisroel 
Camps), should take along with him-
self the things which he learnt- that 
educated himself and others and this 
should (have an) impact on the entire 
year, in his day to day life. 

 

(1st of Elul, 5738 -to the campers of Gan Yisroel) 
 

 פעולת גן ישראל
 על כל השנה

 
און בפרט און ספיציעל  פון די מחני פון גני ישראל פון 

מחנות וואס ווערן אנגערופן גני ישראל, אז זיי זאלן העלפן 

ס זאל אויכעט יעדער ‘ אז אין די צייט פון די קעמפ 

קעמפער זיין דער פרי פון א גן, וווי א פרוכט וואס וואקסט 

אויס, אין דעם גארטען פון דעם פון 

דעם אויבערשטן וואס יעדער טאג 

וואקסט ער און ווערט אלץ בעסער און 

ן  ע נ י י ז ס  א ו ו ן  כ א ז ן  י א  , ר ע נ ע ש

ן אויבערשטן וואס ‘ פארבונדען מיט 

דאס איז די זאכן פון תורה ומצוות און 

 אידישקייט.

 

וואס דאס איז ווי געזאגט, איינער פון 

די הויבט אויפגאבעס פון די גני ישראל 

אז יעדער וואס איז אין זיי געווען, זאל 

ן גאנצן יאר, די ‘ ער מיטנעמען אויפ 

זאכן וואס ער האט געלערנט, און האט 

ן גאנצן ‘ ערצויגן זיך און אנדערע אז דאס זאל ווירקן אויפ 

   ן לעבן.‘יאר אין זיין טאג טעגליכ
 

 לגן ישראל( -ח “תשל‘אלול ה‘ )א
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Dear campers, 
 Throughout these few weeks that we spent here in camp, we were surrounded by a Chassidishe and warm 
atmosphere that many of us are not used to having at home. Whether it was during  davening or Bentching, Shab-
bos meals or even playing sports with our friends, things here were just different. Full of chayus and warmth, true 
lebedikeit. No wonder that in camp its easy to throw yourself into doing the right things. However coming back 
home, that’s when things might not be as easy as we thought they would be. 
 Our friends at school might not be so supportive to us behaving like a proper yid.  
 Even the people in our communities might not understand our special and different behavior.  
 So what should be done? Where do I get the kochos that I need to keep up this flame that gan isroel has 
created whthin me? Well, the following story illustrates a similar situation. We see here how the Rebbe took the 
initiative.  
 Many years ago, it was the custom that on Rosh Hashanah the Rebbe would walk down to the Botanical 
Gardens of Brooklyn, to do Tashlich by a lake over there. There would be a whole parade of Chassidim with the 
Rebbe at the lead, walking from 770 to that lake. 
One particular Rosh Hashanah, the procession arrived at the Botanical gardens, and they realized that the tall fence 
surrounding the garden was locked! What are they going to do? Before the Chassidim had time to think, they saw 
the Rebbe climbing over the fence, heading right in to the garden!... 
 The Rebbe didn’t go around asking people their opinion what their next step should be. The Rebbe saw an 
obstacle, a fence, and went right ahead and overcame the problem. The same action we can apply to our lives. 
When you take the hachlotos that you made with your counselor or learning teacher at a farbrengen, and when you 
take all the chayus and warmth that you gained, and make it a part of you, then you’ll start living the right way, not 
because your surroundings are acting like that, but because YOU know and feel that it’s the right thing to do. And 
the next time you will have a challenge, a nisayon, you will be able to take the initiative and jump over the obstacle 
and not let the challenge take over you.   
 So as we’re about to go face the world, we must bear in mind that we ARE ready.  There might be big chal-
lenges out there, but you should always remember that Chassidim are “Hecher Fun Velt”, higher from the limitations 
of the world. So lets face that fence and jump over it! Lechatchila Ariber! 
 Your head counselors, 

 

 

Mendel Hertz   Mendel Perlstein  Moshe Sasonkin 
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Dear Tayereh campers 

The Rebbe Rashab and his brother Reb Zalmen Ahron were once debating as children the difference between a Jew 

and a non-Jew. Zalman Aharon, the elder by a year and four months, argued that the Jews are a "wise and understand-

ing people" who could, and do, study lots of Torah, both its 'revealed part' and its mystical secrets, and pray with devo-

tion and 'd'vaikus'. The Rebbe Rashab replied: But this is true only of those Jews who learn and pray. What of Jews 

who are unable to study and who do not pray with d'vaikus? What is their specialness over a non-Jew? Zalman Aharon 

did not know what to reply. Their sister, Devorah Leah, ran to tell their father of their argument. The Rebbe Maharash 

called them and sent the Rebbe Rashab to summon Ben-Zion, a servant in the Rebbe's home. Ben-Zion was a simple 

Yid who read Hebrew with many mispronunciations and barely understood the easy words of the prayers. Every day he 

would recite the entire book of Psalms, pray with the minyan, and make sure to be present in the shul when Ein Yaa-

kov was studied. When the servant arrived, the Rebbe Maharash asked him: "Ben-Zion, did you eat?" Ben-Zion an-

swered: "Yes". The Rebbe Maharash: "Did you eat well?" Ben-Zion: "What's well? Baruch Hashem, I was full." The 

Rebbe Maharash: "And why do you eat?" Ben-Zion: "So that I may live" The Rebbe Maharash: "But why live?" Ben-

Zion: "To be a Jew and do what hashem wants." The servant sighed. The Rebbe Maharash: "You may go. Send me 

Ivan the coachman." Ivan was a gentile who had grown up among Jews from early childhood and spoke a per-

fect Yiddish. When the coachman arrived, the Rebbe Maharash asked him: "Did you eat today?” Ivan "Yes". The Reb-

be Maharash "Did you eat well?” Ivan "Yes" The Rebbe Maharash “And why do you eat?" Ivan "So that I may live" 

The Rebbe Maharash “But why live?” "To take a swig of vodka and have a bite to eat," replied the coachman. 

In this story we see the message of Gan Yisroel that each of us have worked to internalize over the last month. That a 

yid, a Chossid is not only set apart by the added Mitzvos and Hoiraos that we fulfill. Rather everything we do during 

the day is different, special and with intention to serve the Eibishter and give the Rebbe נחת . Like it says in Hayom 

Yom ( .and like we learnt in the afternoon learning class (אייר 'ח יום היום "עס געהט א חסיד, עסט א חסיד, שלאפט א  

 That a chossid is recognizable in his every action even when he walks on the road or when he eats and even חסיד". 

when he sleeps. I hope that each one of you is returning home energized and inspired to live every day with the Chayus 

of Gan Yisroel. Giving you the energy to continue throughout the year in the mission we have been charged with, to 

bring the Geulah. 

 ונזכה זען זיך מיטן רבי'ן דא למטה 

 

Moshe Adler   Levi Kesselman 
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Dear tayereh campers of the wasomist 
bunk –bunk alef! 
 
As we write this letter looking back at 
all the fun things we did this summer, 
it really feels so short, I remember be-
ing confused as to what the A-Frame 
was, and was a little shy to meet new 
people, but now as the summer comes 
to an end, we are all so very sad as we 
think about the beautiful summer we 
had together, from unpacking to our 
grand late-night(against the head-
counselers wishes) but remember not 
only to preserve the fun we had but 
also always remember the Chayus we 
had in Davening and bentching and 
the farbregnegns we had together and 
thinking about the rebbe before we go 
sleep –these memories of these spe-
cial parts of camp must also always re-
main in out minds and permeate our 
entire day, 
Mendel Hirsch and Mulle Itkin 
P.S. dont forget to take a shower 

What if… 
A.M.A.-didn’t wear his flat cap 

Z.M.-didn’t creat in his bed 
Levi & Sruli weren’t brothers 
B.L.-wasn’t in the infirmary  

M.T.-didn’t have a brother in camp 
M.Z.-would stop talking 

S.H.-would do something wrong 
M.V.-wouldn’t get emails 

M.B.-wouldn’t look like his brother 
L.L.-didn’t get coupons from his 

brother 
I.F.-didn’t smile 
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  Tayere bunk bais sheyichyu!!! 
In Hayom Yom the Rebbe writes, that before leaving the place that 
you were, you should arrange Chasiddishe Farbrengen , and receive 
farewell blessings from all your close friends. To all my dear friends 
and coworkers in Bunk bais after spending four weeks  together, I now 
sit down and try to farbreng with the ink of the pen onto this paper, 
collecting all the thoughts that flashback at me, all the good things we 
did together. We learned so much together, we laughed together, and 
we cried together. But now its all over, we are going home. Now it is 
time to think for a moment, to look back and realize, the real purpose 
and goal of coming  to Gan Israel. It wasn't just for the fun and games, 
but more than that it was to become better yidden and more connect-
ed to the 
Rebbe than ever before. And as we have heard so many times this 
summer and we tried so hard to implement that “es gait a chosid es 
est achosid es shloft a chosid.in everything that you do whatever it 
may be whether its Davening, learning, eating playing  sports,at home  
In school everything is in the way a chosid acts and does But some-
times in all the fun that we have this most important   aspect of camp 
gets covered over, or just doesn't get stressed enough. So when it 
comes to the end of camp it is a good time to think how my 
Hiskashrus to the Rebbe got stronger, and how I not only heard all the 
stories, and davened, 
but it actually changed me in every way possible.to truly be a chosid of 
the rebbe 
At the end of that same Hayom Yom abovementioned the Rebbe ends 
off, “Chasidim zegenen zich nit, vile m’fart zich kien mal nit 
fanander vu m’iz iz men ain mishpocha".chassidim don’t say goodbye 
b/c we are never traveling away from each other where ever we are, 
we are one  family 
Although we may be leaving each other - we will remain together in 
the Gan Israel spirit. 
Lechaim velivracha 
Your Counselors 
Zelig weiss and zelig Shemtov  
p.s do rc at the tree or wherever it may be (really don’t forget to do 
sefer hamitsvos!!) detroit’s the place to be! 
p.p.s. keep in touch! Really!!! 
zelig weiss zweissnc@gmail.com 
zelig Shemtov yzshemtov@gmail.com  

Bunk beis 
In 20 years.. 
Z.M.-playing basketball 
S.M.-eagle scout 
L.S.-still laughing 
M.F.-? 
I.L.-philosopher 
Y.Hadar-playing tetherball 
N.B.-pianist 
S.D.-looking for his siddur 
M.R.-doing the rubix cube  
M.A.-? 
E.S.- menahel of Detroit yeshiva 
Y.Hecht-a mahpia 
M.G.- rabbi g number 3 
 

What if.. 
Z.M.- got emails 
S.M.-wasn’t berel feldmans cousin 
L.S.-wasn’t making jokes all day 
M.F.-didn’t kratz so much 
I.L.-wasn’t from N.C. 
Y.Hadar-didn’t get up so early 
N.B.-didn’t get 5 emails very day 
S.D.-didn’t like sweeping so much, and wasn't 
late to lights out 
M.R.-?  
M.A.-wouldn’t be smiling all day 
E.S.- didn’t get a rebbe picture very Davening  
Y.Hecht-made trouble 
M.G.-didn’t have so many relatives in camp 
…then bunk would just not be bunk beis! 

mailto:zweissnc@gmail.com
mailto:yzshemtov@gmail.com
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B”h  
4:02 Am Gimmel Menachem-Av 5775 
Dear bunk Gimmel 
The hours late and the time is short as the thoughts of the past sum-
mer flash before our eyes. its been an amazing experience, and its 
amazing to see how each of you have grown in your own way 
throughout the summer whether it be in Davening learning ahavas 
yisroel RC etc. 
Standing at the end of this amazing summer its time to look back and 
to take the past experiences you went thru and apply them to your 
life in a good and conducive way (Ask your tatty what that means). 
Looking back at all the great times we spent together, the shabbos 
competition, the bunk competition the all over rocking pumping 
bunk gimmel, you realize that you have it in you, through a bit of 
hard work and trying, through not giving up and working, we can 
succeed and we did succeed, and this is one of the things that you 
should take out of the summer, if you put your mind to something 
and work on it as a whole b’achdus everyone together you can ac-
complish great things each of you in your own day to day life, so guys 
get involved!. 
Being in the rebbe’s camp, 24 hours in the rebbes reshus everything 
you do no matter what it is has to have an effect on your day to day 
lives,  you have the channel the strength you got in gan yisroel, the 
things you’ve learned here, the friendships you made the things that 
you did and use the them to impact your life in a positive way and to 
grow as  a Chossid of the rebbe. 
Each of you have many talents and skills and we are sure that if each 
of you use them out in the right way use them out in a holy way you 
can become great people each of you will be missed dearly as we 
wish you success in your future and we hope to see you again soon.  
Quotes of the Month: 
Levik: “you have it in you, you just got to get involved” 
Berel:  “you have what it takes, but it will take everything you have” 
P.S. “We’re the greatest bunk and we’re proud to declare it, we won 
this war and that is true we’re going to bring moshiach tzidkeinu” 
P.P.S.  “Do RC at the tree (or anywhere else for that matter) farbreng 
with rabbi G. (248-542-7239) Detroit’s the place to be” (we are not 
kidding learn sefer hamitzvos everyday). 

What if . . . . 
M. Pinson wouldn’t make sure bunk gimmel Did RC? 
Y. Volfman Didn’t do shloisha prakim of Rambam? 
S. Spalter didn’t like killing frogs? 
A. Stein didn’t like mentos? 
M. Simon didn’t come to bunk gimmel? 
M. Stein didn’t read after lights out? 
M. Barash wasn’t scared of insects? 
S. Shifrin wasn’t Avremi browds friend? 
D. Wolowik didn’t play monopoly deal? 
Y. Shemtov didn’t clean up the whole bunk every morn-
ing? 
B. Shmotkin didn’t have 17 cousins in camp? 
M. Hassine wasn’t the best of the bunk at chess? 
Berel Feldman wasn’t a Aussie? 
Levik Gourarie showed up in the morning? 
Bunk Gimmel counselors weren’t the best storytellers 
in the whole camp?  
Bunk Gimmel weren’t the best bunk in camp? 
. . . Then bunk gimmel would not have been bunk gim-
mel! 
In 20 Years: 
On the side of being a shliach, your counselors feel 
that this is what you will be doing: 
(and in brackets we added your supposed kav 
(Path, ask your tatty for more info) in avodas ha-
shem) 
Boruch shmotkin – Zoologist (Baal tokef d’kedu-
sha) 
Yisrolik Shemtov – Psychologist (Penimi) 
Menachem Hassine – Doctor (Baal Hisbonnenus) 
Dovid Wolowik – Politician (Oived) 
Mendel stein – Scientist (Maskil) 
Sruly shifrin – Musician (Oived) 
Menachem Simon – Fisherman (Baal Iskafya) 
Avromi Stein – Barber (Baal Iskafya) 
Shaya spalter – Comedian (Oived) 
Menachem Barash – Chef (Penimi) 
Yosef Volfman – Mashpia (Maskil) 
MM Pinson – CEO of Post Cereal (Oived) 
Berel Feldman – World famous chazzan (Baal His-
bonnenus) 
Levik Gourarie – A Sought after Mechanech 
(Penimi) 
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Date: Gimmel Menachem-Av 
Place: Lubavitch City, MI 
Time: CLASSIFIED 
To, Moshe David, Yitchok, Ozzy, Kovi, Laibel, Yisrolik, Levik, Tzemach, Dov, Mendel, Mendel, and Mendel; 
The Taiyere Campers of Bunk Daled. (The Best Bunk in camp, even if the head counselors don’t think so) 
Whew, what a long boring summer that was. [“Mendel What Are you talking about? It was so much fun!” 
“So what should I write?” “What you really think!!” “Oh… ok”]  
So, What a Gr8 Supertacular, Fantabulous, and poshut fun summer we had together. It totally flew by. First 
we came… then we met each other (wait, where are the counselors? And why are there some guys in life 
jackets running around the front of the shul?)… then we went swimming and ice skating, then we went on a 
bivouac (so what does it mean?), then we won shabbos competition, then we had color war, (or my name is 
not ToughCrack) then visiting day (remember slurpees?) then grand trip (was it Frank-in-mooth? Or Freying
-moot?) then staff play (so that’s why CML (counselor Mendel Levertov) was awake a whole night… four 
nights in a row) and then when we won shabbos competition again!! And now it’s over…. I don’t know what 
to say…. I’m so sad…. Really!! 
Well, this is the last thing I can tell you guys before you leave…. Not that you listen to me anyway (does an-
yone know how many times I shouted at the bunk the whole summer? I’ll tell you, twice) but I just don’t 
know what to say…. I guess I’ll repeat some things we mentioned after lights out… 
As Chassidim, the person we have as our role model is obviously the rebbe. One thing we see that the reb-
be did very seriously was daven. Now, although in camp we scream, we see that the rebbe actually 
davened just loud enough for those standing right near him to hear! And many mashpiim will daven for a 
long time, but the rebbe davened pretty short! What was special about the rebbe’s Davening? That he did it 
with total concentration. Nothing around him disturbed him in any way. I hope that all of you remember 
that, and make sure to daven well in the coming year, and always from a siddur (like we did hamapil every 
night from). 
I poshut hope everyone remembers the stories, davenings, lessons, songs, fun and everything else, which 
will give Chayus to all of you.  
One more thing I want to say, is that everyone should poshut keep in touch!! Everyone lives in different 
places, some farther, some closer. Everyone should KIT with everyone, but what you should for sure do is 
choose one or two campers to call, email or write to, every so often (maybe once a week) and for sure your 
counselors would love to hear from you. 
With a smile, some tears, no sleep and lots of devotication©, Counselor Mendel Levertov 
“I have read all of the above, given my comments, added and deleted parts, and agree with the                

whole letter to my campers. Signed: Counselor Mendel  Shemtov” 
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T.T.T.O. ECH DI ZIMLAK –who knows one in Russian 
We will make fun, fun of everyone,  
We will choose a random camper to become tzemi’s karban… 
Chaim G! Chaim G we like reading his emails 
Arik D! Arik D is in the infirmary 
Moshe G! Moshe G is a Chossid 
Mullie! Mulie is getting packages  
Yosef D! Yosef D is the only one who says hamapil 
Mendel D! Mendel Dis acting goffy 
Mendey G! Mendy G is riding ribstix 
Yossi S! Yossi S is a chatterbox 
Shmuli M! Shmuli M is a rubixcube 
Levi K! Levi K is a comedian 
Levik H! Levik H had a 2-week-long B-day 
Meir G! Meir G cant stop singing  
And sruli is just sruli 3X 
And Tzemmy had to much sugar 
And Tzemmy is gonna miss you 3X 
…all in bunk hey, all the campers and the only counseler come together as one.. 
RC at the tree, make a hertzquake, Detroit is the place to be!! 
Dear bunk hey! 
You guys are the funniest, coolest, awasomist, and most chassidishe campers ever! 
This was and amazing summer and we totally kicked the whole CGI! We won bunk 
compition, don’t tell your parents that (and how many times) we went to slurpee b4 
breakfest! And all the other fun stuff we did, 
So now continue on being the chassidim and shluchim that you are and give the reb-
be more nachas, and whenever you need something don’t forget that we have a ad-
dress –our rebbe! 
Here is the number’s: fax-718-723-4444 phone-718-723-4545 
Hope you like me more then mrs. Lifschitz ;)  

              Your tayereh counseler tzemmy 
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In 85 years… 
Z.C.-still drwing pics of AK-46’s, while fishing like zeide 
sheinkman 
A.K. –star actor of staff play 
S.S.- Israeli spokesman of port-a-potty 
S.A.-The Shliach to hockey games 
LT3-Inventor of mosquito bite remover 
Y.T.-Moving to his 43rd house in Zimbabwe 
L.S.-Working by a roller coaster 
M.B.-Commedian 
R.H.-Rubiks Cube master! 
M.S.- Rosh Yeshiva of Cheder @ the Ohel who’s morning 
starts @ 5 am 
 E.S.-Songwriting with a smile! 
Special thx to Shmuli Andrusier and Menachem Berkowitz 
GO FIGURE!!!! 
3- little monkeys!!! 
6-our worst bedside mark 
168- T-baum’s Hi-score in bowling! 
1,251- Amount of times “Not in the bunkhouse” was said 
by water fights [est.] 
50- % of visitors for bunk vov on visiting day [most in 
camp] 
0- % of staff play parts that gurkov wasn’t involved in 
[now that’s a double negative] 
100- % of shmayunkees that one of your counselors were 
involved in   
$12.75- How much Eli Salek’s 30 seconds in canteen cost-
ed  
$775.27- Amount of money your counselor’s spent on 
you this summer [est.] 
6- amount of late nights we had this summer [more than 
any other bunk] 
1835- [est.] of how many mosquito bites we had this sum-
mer 
1834- amount of times campers went to infirmary for it [1 
time the door was locked] 
24- Amount of nights we had a story [Gurkov Inc.] 

7-11 [3 times!!!] 
1- candybox 
2- amount of letters it takes to spell candy 
2- awesome counselors!! 
1- awesome summer!! 
 

A’ to Z’s of BUNK VOV 
A- vremy browd [bunk vov’s official mag] 
B- oggle/Breaks by davening 
C- andybox [which as of today belongs to gurkov] 
D- orkin [singer of ‘’AND DON’T FORGET TO SAY HAMA-
PIL’’] 
E- leven brownies [mostly sweet but a little nuts]/
campers of bunk vov 
F- irst French Fries late night 
G- aga H- ockey I- llumination late night 
Also; G- rand Genereal Gooch H- arim’s general gooch I- 
ntelligent gooch 
J- ugs of water we had our waterfights with 
K- vetching which we never hear in bunk vov ;] 
L- mrs. Lifshitz 3rd counselor of bunk vov 
M- adlibs/Mendel baum 
N- ‘’Not in the bunkhouse’’ [rants during waterfights] 
O- ff  bunk vov’s official spray/Off- the best chore 
P-ishing in Pants from Petrifying gooch stories 
Q- uestion of the day 
R- ed midget/Rambam bam song 
S- alsa n’ chips [two nights in a row!!] 
T- erribly looking baum 
U- gly looking baum 
V- idershpenikungen, and Vidershpruch [words of the 
day] 
W- olf ears Which Were Worn by bedside  
X- the X-ternal swings that convinced campers not to da-
ven  
Y- aknehoiz bunk vov roommate and storyteller 
Z- eks un ninetZiker the only solution to how your counse-
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We are sitting here 4:00 a.m., making noise while you guys are 
trying to sleep, going through all the awesome things we did to-
gether from the first late night “the soda game”, all the way till 
the “steal the salami” including the night after that!! 
But now seriously, we decided to write you guys this letter: 
Tayereh shluchim of bunk zayin! 
There are no words to bring out the emotions for all the fun and 
geshmakeh times we are having together and now that they have 
to come to an end! 
But chevreh! Instead of being upset and sad that its over be hap-
py that it happened –the hachlotos we took –brachos in the 
morning (before anything), and krias shmah in the morning, and  
krias shmah sheal hamita , and the Chayus at bentching and 
Davening, just the whole entire atmosphere of chassidishkait, 
that we lived in 24/7 the whole month. 
Now guys! Chevreh! Here is the question, are we gonna put this 
in the past or our we gonna bring this throughout the whole 
year? Lets make the right choice, for example: when it comes Fri-
day night and “the Chayus and warmth is just not there”, take 
out your journal and start the niggunim you learnt here in gan 
yisroel, bentch with a Chayus, also throughout the rest of the 
week don’t forget about RC and all the other hachlatos we men-
tioned, 
This is when gan yisrael really hits home!  guys the rebbe rashab 
wanted to see if his bachurim are really good bochurim, he 
judged specifically based on the way they acted when they were-
n’t in yeshiva, for then you really see if its really them! Or was it 
just becuz they were in the atmosphere of learning etc, so to 
here, this is the test –the name of the game, can we take all the 
goodness that went on here in bunk zayin and make that contin-
ue by all of us daily and especially shabbos when we home and 
make there the geshmakeh atmosphere of gan yiasrael. 
Guys you can do it! 
We already miss you guys 

What if… 
L.S.-knew how to fress canteen in the 25 seconds 
we gave him 
M.G.-wouldn’t have to always get fresh air 
M.F.-didn’t always need a break 
M.L.-didn’ come to bunk zayin! 
M.P.-didn’t have his 2-piece PJ’s 
R.A.-didn’t win something every time he did good 
A.K.-knew how to ride his unicycle he brought to 
camp 
S.S.-had his farbrengens with rabbi G. to shape eve-
ryone up 
T.K.-didn’t do shlosho perokim 
A.R.-didn’t think he won everything 
 L.G.-didn’t have his bed made 
S.B.R.-would keep his record of not getting in trou-
ble even once 
Y.W.-didn’t get a package every day 
C.C.L.-wasn’t so strict at lights-out 
C.B.W.? 

…then bunk zayin would just not be bunk bunk za-
yin! 

If the kishuf macher made a fire in bunk zayin 
________would take out…. 
M.F.- his top button 
A.R.-would take him less then 20 mins to get out 
A.K.- leibel shmetov  
Y.W.- his counselers 
L.S.- his coupons  
S.S.-his dvar malchus 
M.G.-his DS 
M.L.-would sit there and laugh  
S.B.R.-would take a pic of it with his camera 
T.K.-“it’s a brake out! I knew it the whole time!” 
L.G.-would make sure he has his spending money 
M.P.-would have to dress un neat  
R.A.-his baseball glove 
CC.L.- shirt would be unbuttoned! As usual! Lol 
CB.W-would be going crrrrrrrraaaiiiizzyy! 
                ……… And everyone would be happy!!!! 
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To my dear bunk Ches – to each and every single one of you…. 
To Dovid, Sruly, Yosef, Mendel (k), Mati, Boruch, Yaakov, Men-
achem, Sholom, Menchy, Mendel (l) and Zalman…. 
I want to tell you that the chance and opportunity that I had to 
become your counselor has made this summer the best summer I 
ever had in my life. 
Now that camp has come to end (even though in my mind it is 
still the beginning of the summer, but) like all good things, the 
time always flies by and suddenly we find ourselves packing our 
bags to go home…. 
Now for me to write a letter in the journal is not that easy, but 
the summer is over and we are all going to different places so I 
really want to leave you guys with a message that you will take 
with you wherever you go: 
It is really something that we spoke about a lot during the sum-
mer (when I tried to get you quiet during lights out…) and that is, 
that  אין דבר עומד לפני הרצוןwhich means there is nothing that 
stands in the way of a persons will, in other words when some-
one really wants to get somewhere he will eventually reach his 
goal. 
Our Bunk has had experience with this during the summer: 
When we wanted to win Shabbos competition we did it. We 
Davened very nicely and we pulled off two late nights in a row. 
The same goes for each individual camper that wanted to learn a 
lot of MBP, or Daven nicely you saw that you could succeed. 
So now that we are leaving camp I want that this should stay with 
you throughout the whole year, when you have something that 
you need to accomplish in school or at home or in your Chabad 
house, whether it is a Mitzvah or doing your friend a favor or 
helping out in your Makom HaShlichus you should know that you 
could do it if you really want to and not only that but the Rebbe 
is here to help you with it for he really wants you to do it. 
I want to end off with a big thank you to each and every one of 
you for all the things we accomplished TOGETHER!!! 
It is my fervent wish that you guys stay strong and we should all 
keep in touch with each other. 
Your dear counselor 
Aron Lachkar 
P.S. please keep in touch with me through email at 

(aharonlachkar@gmail.com) and my cell is 347 263 1038 or my 

frenchy phone number: +33663065226     
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B”h 
To camp’s best Kevutzah, 
Tayere Kevutzah Beis!  
Wow, that summer was awesome! A 
month full of learning; mishnayos, 
halocho, the Rebbe’s sichos, and from 
time to time even having the zechus of 
hearing the Rebbe talk to us personally. 
Now that we are going back home we 
have to remember all what we learned 
and live by it, keeping all the Hachlotos 
we made together on the last Shabbos 
and always remember who we are and 
what we represent, that is that we are 
the Rebbe’s kinder and that’s who we 
represent in St. Thomas, North Caroli-
na, Venezuela, etc. etc. And that the 
chayus that we had this summer and 
how we lived with Rebbe should stay 
with us till next year when we will be 
back in camp together with the Rebbe 
may it be b’karov maomosh! 
Sincerely, 
Your LT Mendel Slavin 

 ג ב
B”h 
Dear mendel, efraim, sholom, dovber, berel, 
yossele, dovid andyossi 
Wow! That was an amazing summer you 
guys were very good even though some 
times you had to much Chayus, it all flew by 
so very fast, 
But there is a very interesting and important 
point that we all have to remember: 
In camp there is so much going on, but for 3 
hours of the day…. ‘’drop the tetherball!!” 
“33 seconds left till learning class!” maybe 
it’s a little annoying –its hot outside and 
there mosquitoes , spiders under the table 
slugs on top of the table, and “can we play 
broken telephone?” “hey the other learning 
class got to play!” but we just sat down and 
learnt cuz that’s what the rebbe wants us to 
do.  
This doesn’t only apply to learning class, but 
whatever it might be throughout the year – 
we gotta do what we gotta do! 
And through this that we shout to the 
eibishter “were not giving up!” and even 
though we don’t see the rebbe l’matoh with 
us we are still trucking on to fulfill the reb-
bes shlichus this will bring the rebbe lmatoh 
b’gashmiyus may it be bkariov mamosh! 
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 ד
 ו 

Hey guys! Whats up? 
ok lets skip the emotional stuff, and 
lets get down to business, I know from 
personal experience that learning class 
isn’t the funnest part of the day, but 
just like everything that’s important in 
life it doesn’t come so easy, 
But I thank all of you for trying your 
hardest, and doing the best you can do, 
and I think you realized that learning 
can be enjoyable( and I don’t mean all 
prizes you guys gotJ) and don’t forget 
the most important thing we’ve learnt 
this year(for all those that were still 
spacing in) that in order to succeed in 
life you have to keep on pushing the 
line,  
I wanna shout out to my crew: No-
chum, zalmi, mendel stein, mendel si-
mon, mendel rozenblatt, yitzchok, shlo-
mo and moshe 
Truly yours, Mendel Shur/kishuf ma-

cher  

Dear kevutza vuv, Avremi, Mendel E, 
Mendel P, Menachem, Mullie, Ozzy, Yos-
si. 
As I sit here and reflect at the beautiful 
summer we have had, the enjoyable time 
we spent at learning classes, and 
throughout the rest of the day, I really 
hope that the things you have learnt 
here will remain with you throughout the 
rest of your life, I want to contemplate 
on a certain point about tzivos hashem 
which we discussed and farbranged in 
learning class. How we are all part of the 
army of hashem whoever you are and 
wherever you may be, in new York, or in 
Germany or anywhere else in the world, 
always remember you are a soldier of 
hashem and act accordingly, to fight the 
war against the yetzer hara with torah 
and mitvous, and to bring moshiach clos-
er. And through remembering and being 
part of this army, you are connected to 
the rebbe that is our nossi and helps us 
in all our needs.  
Don’t forget to keep in touch 
We are and forever will be kevutza vuv 
motty 
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 ט 
Dear kevutza tes and of course the best, Yosef, 
Dovid, Menachem, Meir, Mendel, yisroel, shmuli-
e  שיחיו 

That’s us behind the clothing line near a manmade 
teepee in front of a wild turkey field.                            
All those memories in so little time. Time really 
does flyby, I mean one day there I was confusing 
myself over your names, and before I know it 
were wiping away tears and saying goodbye. Alt-
hough it’s only been a month I sure hope the 
learning class we spent together will be something 
that won’t be forgotten not only the awesome 
learning part, which includes winning the one and 
only kluger game we had which make us champs, 
and winning learning class competition, double 
champs. But also the other awesome parts, you 
see the idea behind telling over the stories of Rab-
benu Gershom and the four captive’s wasn’t by 
chance, besides for them being awesome stories, 
there is a lesson that can be learnt. Rabbenu Ger-
shoms was titled “Meor Hagoleh” meaning the 
light of exile, he and the four sages who were cap-
tured traveled across the world acting as beacons 
of light for all Jews in Galus, same goes for you… a 
very important mission lies ahead of us we must 
act as Shluchim of the rebbe, beacons of light to 
all our surroundings wherever we are, let us not 
forget the responsibility placed upon us as Chabad 
chassidim, so wake up, no time to lose there’s 
work to do! Keep on making the rebbe proud and 
keep in touch.  
We are and forever will be kevutza tes! 
Mendel Stillerman 

 יא 
“Avi quiet! Menchie turn around! Ari are you 
listening? Did you understand Mendel? Good Q 
Boruch! Shmuly are you with me?” 
Ok, ok . . learning classes might be over, the ex-
iciting times may be gone, but the Farbrengen 
never ends! Rather it has just begun- 
B”h over the last 30 days we’ve soaked in so 
much, from learning to Farbrengens from the 
stories to the runaway! (shhh) 
Tayereh Kevutza !י"א 
The accomplishment this summer was only 
”fueling our tanks” to carry us on through the 
whole year. Let us take a moment to jump out of 
the magnifying glass and get a closer look at the 
broader picture, deciding on what’s really im-
portant, and not allowing the Yeitzer Hora to dis-
turb that choice. 
In addition, we must always remember that we 
have the Zechus to be the Shluchim of the Rebbe, 
and how we are never left without him at our 
side. 
Now it’s YOUR turn, by giving the Rebbe more 
Nachas in all that we do, without forgetting to 
affect our surroundings with this same spirit, and 
with that we will merit to see the rebbe B’karoiv 
Mamosh! 
Lechayim V’livracha! 
Berele 
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 יב  יג 
B”H 
Dear Levi S, Levi T, Mendel , Sholom, Yaakov, Yis-
rael & Yosef! 
Wow! What a summer it has been! From Gemara 
to Halacha, Es Geht a Chosid to the Rebbes Far-
brengen, (not forgetting all our mini runaways & 
the big one, + mafia) this was surely a summer to 
remember. 
One of the great accomplishments we did was lis-
tening to an entire farbrengen of the Rebbe. As 
you all know the farbrengen includes a lesson 
from each of our Rabbeim. Out of all the lessons 
the one that stuck out the must to me was the 
lesson from our Rebbe. The Rebbe explains, that 
being that a yid is compared to a tree; therefore 
just as by a seed a small change for the good will 
have a tremendous effect later, so to by yidden, a 
small change that a child makes for the good will 
have a tremendous  effect later in life. 
Chevre! Chap Arain! Very  soon you will become 
bar mitzvah, now is the time to make that small 
change! whether it is davening inside a siddur or 
learning a sicha every so often, whatever you do 
now will help you ten-fold later on! 
Chassidim never say good bye, 
Menachem Deren 
 

P.S.If you want to hear more stories (about my 
grandfather J) or just plain want to talk, 
Call 203-940-1389. If you are scared I will scream 

at you then email: mdmmderen@gmail.com 

 בס"ד

To the Tayere Kvutza Yud Gimel, 
Here is a summary of our packed n’ fun summer: 
Day 1: Every1 makes a kule on the table 
 &Maase rav (thx to Mendel L.  for the ipod & eli for the speakers) 
Day 2: the yom kipur war story 
Maase rav with farbaisen 
 &learning mit a chayus 
Day 3: learning mit a shturem 
 .…&Runaway (Refael as the winner of belts)!!!! 
Day 4: Learning mit a Bren 
…&we’re not gonna say… 
Day 5: grand kluger game (-Aizik becomes 1st Chochom’l!!)!!! 
Day 10: rain 
 &Learnin in the hut 
Day 11: rain again 
Kluger game in the hut!!! (Refael becoming the Chochom’l) 
Day 12: & its still rainin 
Day 13: and rainin 
Day 16: digging the field (special thx to Matti, Aizik and our very 
own tree chopper Zalmi) 
Night 21: late night with bamba (A. D. wasn’t around ;) ) 
Day 23: (to lazy to babysit, so..) swim in the lake!!!!!!!! 
Day 24: watching Rebbe video’s 
 ..…& 

Learning mit a Chayus, Shturem & Bren. 
And so on, we had a really fun kvutza, with most importantly – de-
spite all the fun – we learnt a ton, even almost beating BMD by the 
klooger game 17 vs. 16 (thanks to them for making noise ;) ), 
Like remember all the practical hilchos Shabbos we learnt, starting 
from….. 
-only sweeping on tiled floors,  
-not playing with marbles or nuts on the floor (-only on the table, like 
refael answered ;) ),  
-not eating on the lawn on Shabbos  and etc. 
and all the way to making or very own field – acting out the mela-
chos of charisha and zeriah, and looooooooooooots of more fun 
stuff. 
Just remember in everything u do, it’s always geshmak to be a yid 
and especially a chosid like we experienced this summer that we 
acted and we had fun in everything we learnt, and everything we/u 
learn, we hae to act it out in our daily life. 
Oh, we cant forget all the fun klooger                                                 
games we had, 
And most importantly                                                 ………….reading & 
hearing the                                                    Chassidishe Derher’s..                   
.…shhhhh, don’t tell anyone else                                                    about 
our fun time. 
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 טו 
 
 
 
 
To my Tayereh kevutza tes vav!                                       Men-
del, meni, shmuli, yakov, Yossi and Yossi! 
I’m sitting here by our little table behind the shul         
thinking back to all the good times we spent together, 
from telling stories, to trying to figure out if we can play 
with marbles on shabbos, and don’t forget ducking from 
the flying acorns/pinecorns whatever you wanna call it, 
learning Rambam every day and not going to sleep until 
we finish it, the farbrengens , and trying to keep a straight 
face and much more… 
But the truth is that the main thing is not just what hap-
pened, but what will remain and become a part of us. 
This reminds me of a story: 
Once there was a chosid who besides being a chosid also 
happened to be a businessman. During his business trips 
he used to dress like a businessman, but when he used to 
go to Lubavitch he used to dress like a chosid. 
After a while he decided “enough faking, ill wear my busi-
ness clothes wherever I go, including Lubavitch”. The next 
time he went to Lubavitch the Rebbe was displeased with 
his new attire. the chosid didn’t understand “isn’t good 
that I stop faking  !!!  חב"ד מאנט פנימיותso the Rebbe  
explained “till now I thought you are really a chosid but 
you ,unfortunately, had to dressed up as a businessman. 
But now I see that it’s the opposite which is true!”  
The same applies to us, Are we really Chinese, Hol-
landease, (it think that’s how it’s called) or Americans who 
happened to spend one month with the Rebbe? Or are we 
the in the Rebbe’s Reshas 24/7? Are we just going to let 
Gan Yisrael be a distant memory? or will we take it with us, 
and use rambam, Farbrengens,  תניא בעל פהand all the 
other new things we learnt as an opportunity to partici-
pate in the Rebbe’s  עניניםand thereby thanking him for 
the wonderful summer? 
 And with keeping that in mind may be  זוכהto see the 

 
Main Tayere Kvutza Yud Dalet! Boruch 
(Schneur), Levi, Laibel, Mendeli, Shalom Ber, 
Shea and Tzemach 
Wow! I look back to the beginning of camp and I 
can hardly believe that a full month passed by! A month in 
which we spent Farbrenging together, sharing a good dose of 
Chasidisher Sipurim, singing lively Niggunim, expounding on all 
different part f Torah and Yiddishkeit, and of course, learning 
Nigle, and Chassidus, and the Sichos of our Rebbe.  
As we leave camp and go back to our regular routine, I am re-
minded of a well known tale of Reb Meir of Premishlan, who 
would climb the icy hill every morning to go to the Mikve at the 
top of the hill, and never slipped or fell! When asked how he 
could accomplish such a feet, he replied, “Az m’iz tzugebunden 
oiben, falt men nit unten.” –when we are connected above – to 
Hashem – we don’t fall below.  
During this special month we spent together here in Gan Yis-
roel, each one of us had those moments in which he felt so 
strongly and vigorously how the Rebbe cares for us and thinks 
about us, guides us and watches us to make sure we don’t fall. 
Let us remember those special moments and keep them close 
to our hearts, for they will help us continue to feel and realize 
how strong our connection to the Rebbe really is. Let us stash 
away those moments and take them out when we feel like we 
need a boost, and it will help us stay afloat no matter what life 
brings.  
Let us continue watching videos of the Rebbe speaking to us 
children, watching the Rebbe speak to us, making it clear to us 
how we must live our lives. Let us learn the Sichos from Der 
Rebbe Retz Tzu Kinder and other Seforim, and continue to hear 
stories about the Rebbe and try to emulate the Rebbe’s behav-
ior. For if we will let the Rebbe take an important part in our 
lives, and we will learn what the Rebbe says until we will start 
seeing the world through the Rebbe’s lenses, then we will be 
sure of what we are to do in any case and we will not slip and 
fall no matter how slippery it is below, since the rope of con-
nection to our source of life and inspiration, our guide and 
compose is strong, m’iz tzugebunden oiben, falt men nit unten. 
we will be able to walk the face of the earth with a vigor and 
confidence which the Rebbe has within him and spills over to 

 יד 
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 טז 
 
 
 
 
Tayere kevutza tes zayin! Ari, Avraham, kehos, 
Levik mendel and Yossi! 
We learnt a lot together, invovment in gemoro, 
chassidus and fullfiling the rebbes takono of 
learning Rambam and we had a lot of fun… but 
if I may leave off the message as following: 
There qare times when we are involved and in-
terested in doing whats right –davening and 
learning with a passion with our whole being, 
however there are times when were not so in-
terested and even when we might finnaly push 
ourselves to do it we are not involved, 
We must think to ourselves: we have a   נפש

 and it is a part of us and yiddishkait andאלקית 
torah and mitzvos is not just what we do but it is 
who we are, it’s the essence of our being, and it 
is just a temporary blocking that is blocking off 
the truth, but we don’t get fooled by it , and we 
have the power to feel this way through con-
necting to our source in yiddishkait – the rebbe 
who continues to give us hashpoh and Chayus in 
torah and mitzvos, 
So my dear friends, tap into our source by 
strenghtning our connection through doing his 
horos Rambam chitas and learing his troah – li-
kutei sichos and farbrengens, and with that we 
will have the strength that even in such hard 
times that we don’t see and we don’t feel we 
still carry through with all of our might and our 
whole being doing whats right  - Davening, 
learning, the rebbes Mivtzoim and the like, 
Shmuel Morozow 
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Dear C.G.I 
 Even though campers still don’t know my song and I scared half of 
you when I came out of the garbage can full of ketchup and put mustard 
in my arm pits, thank you all for an amazing month of night activity. 
Through out this month I learnt many things. Here are just a few of 
them: 

You can’t get away Scott free with a LD as a brother. 
Wearing two different colored socks every day is very convenient be-

cause you never need to search for a match.  
Wearing socks over your pajama pants come to use when your pajama 

pants normally drag on the floor because they’re too long. 
Wearing a cholent bowl for a yarmulke is not only for shtick but is very 

comfortable and barely falls off. 
Pretending to be homeless on visiting day to get tips actually works! 
And last but not least, listen to the tips that campers tell you they are 

always helpful. J 
I hope all of you enjoyed your selves this month even though there were 
very little night activities. 
I am also very sorry for all those who got ketchup in their face during es-
cape from Russia and if I never called you up by any of the night activi-
ties.    
It’s totally nuts, 
Dr. Yak Neehaz 
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RC HQ (Back Office) 

3:17 Am second night of camp 

Shumi freedman: “ok! This year Rc really has to kick” 

Levik Gourarie: “nu, they say this every year, what’s going to be very special this year” 

Chazak Lipzyc: “hey let’s put up pictures of me all over camp” 

Motty diskin: “huh” 

Levik: ”huh” 

Shumi: “Huh” 

Chazak: “it will have to do with RC, Pleeeease!” 

 

Levik: “Ok, But only if I get to be there also” 

Shumi: “deal, take pictures of yourselves and stick them on Wade’s truck for all I care, What’s with RC?”  

 

Levik: “First we have to explain to the new comers what RC is”  

Motty: “Do I Look Stupid? it’s A Kind of Drink!” 

Mendel Tenenbaum walks in drumming on his right knee: “Ram bam bam bam bam bam ba bam bam ram bam bam bam bam bam abam bam” 

Motty: “what’s that?” 

Levik: “it’s a kind of drink, silly” 

Boss: “enough with the additude, RC stands for Rambam club, it’s a club where campers learn the daily Rambam – sefer Hamitzvos” 

Motty: “aaah, so we are supposed to teach the campers the daily mitzvah, now I am getting it” 

Chazak: “but I could still hang up pictures of myself all over camp, Right?” 

Tbaum: “chazak, focus!!!!” 

4:17 AM 

Ernie walks in “what can I do?” 
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Shumi: “ I have a wonderful idea, let’s paint a garbage can Blue, can you do it Ernie?” 

Ernie: “sure thing, I’m getting to work” 

 

Shumi:  “B”h step one is finished, we are going to have that garbage can, even if that means it’s the last thing I do” 

Levik: get over  your  Garbage Can, Ser iously, we got to star t working, in 2 minutes I am going to explode” 

Tbaum: “ I finished the Rapp, it has all the important points inside, 1) it’s the rebbe’s takanah, 2) it connects us to the rebbe, 3) it’s easy, 4) campers will get awe-

some things if they do it & 5) a game of monopoly J” 

Boss: it’s missing a few Points, like the facts that it connects all the yidden together, and that through learning the whole sefer hamitzvos we go through every part of 

torah” 

4:19 AM 

Ernie: “what kind of garbage can should it be?” 

Motty: “Oh! Oh! Here goes!!” 

Levik: “aaaaaaah, ruurh, get lost, I’m losing control, it’s about to get dangerous!!, aaaacccch. Eeer, hhhm, !!!!!” 

Ernie: “boss, calm him down!” 

Boss: “Levik, Chill, we are starting to work right now, get us a picture for tumaas mais, not to creepy, not too lame, and not too hard” 

Tzemi Bassman comes in: “I also want a picture of myself on the wall, Ok, it’s not fair just the other guys and not me, ok!!!” 

Levik: “alright, a picture of you and a coffin on your head making you be Tammei, sounds cool!” 

Tzemi: “as long as it’s on the wall, let it be anything” 

Levik: “alright you are on!” 

4:30 Am 2nd to last day of camp 

The RC HQ quiets down a figure is approaching, the whole RC board stands up, they salute and begin to sing “bum bum bubum bum bubum bubum bubum bum”, 

and then the figure enters the room, it is non other than the honorable prestigious President Mendel Levine, the president comes in handing out presidantal tissues to 

the board, he than sits down and proclaims: 

“campers and staff of Gan Israel, as the resident of RC I would like to endorse to you this amazing program and mivtza RC – Rambam club, Campers, you 

did amzing this summer in camp, but that is not enough, during the year wherever you might be, make sure to learn the daily, sefer hamitzvos, like that you 

can connect to the rebbe, campers Do Rc, Rc Needs You, Lubavitch needs you!” 

As the president starts leaving, the founder of RC In CGI Detroit walks in, Hc Mendel Hertz calls Out “The whole board of RC and all the campers of machane Gan 

Yisrael I Want to hear you!!!   

“Do RC at the tree make a hertzquake Detroit’s the Place To be, Do Rc At the tree Farbreng with Rabbi G Detroit’s the place to be!!!” 
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A Word from the MBP director 
Wow what a amazing year in MBP! ( mishnayis bal peh ) from 
buying aliyos on shabbos to cocoa club in the morning from 50 
cents in canteen to a rashi k’pshuto what a year I cant believe it 
went so fast looking back at such a great summer I think we can 
say this year our main stress was hard work- hureven in purim 
5713 the rebbe brings out how many people come to the rebbe 
and ask for brochos but they don’t make a kli- vessel the rebbe 
demanded hard work which is the only way we have a right to 
get a bracha now that we finished camp we can come to the reb-
be sayng ”rebbe I worked- hureved in mbp ‘’ and we know how 
much the rebbe cherished mbp like the rebbe writes in his 
hayom yom that when we don’t say mbp on the street the rock 
under us says why do you have a wright to step on me but we are 
all still young and have many more years of camp so keep up the 
good and I want to give all campers a bracha to have hatzlacha in 
mbp and mir zull zen zich mitten rebbe lmuta masara tfachchim 
vhia ygalanu amen  
You taere mbp director sholom heber, assistant zalman stroks  
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 A Spooky Letter from your very own Kishuf Macher 
Dear camp gan Israel  
Since I’ve appeared accidently - as many other things that night (B”h 
for sebransky) - in one of your plays for color war, and of course in 
many of your dreams, I have finally decided to reveal to all…the voice. 
So without further or do I present before you…the voice. (To insure 
you won’t get overly spooked after hearing, it’s advisable to listen at 
daytime hours with a partner) any more questions on the subject of 
kishuf, my email is KISHUFMACHERCGI75@gmail.com    

YOUR VERY OWN KISHUF MACHER 

#KIDS (& STAFF) DON’T PLAY WITH FIRE! 
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 Camp Facts 
The weather on the bivouac was -45 degrees  
38 trees were cut down to build the rope course we went to on the grand trip 
On all the trips camp went on this month there were 17 or 18 different drivers 
Team yam-red used more paper then team har-blue (due to the fact that team har-blue used –
unrightfully- red paper 
Scientists say that there were 6,351 mosquitoes born on camp grounds – 660 acres – in this past 
year 
The UPS driver said that he saw a bear a few miles away from camp this past year 
893 pounds of wood was used to build the staff play 
6,497 pictures were taken throughout camp 
8,121 gallons of gas were used for camps vans 
Canteen had almost nothing to sell this year  
231 gallons of oil were used for French fries this year in canteen 
2/3 of the sushi the staff got on the grand trip were vegetable and 1/3 –fish 
There 26 lifeguards in the water park on the grand trip 
3 balls popped this year in camp 
The amount the golf carts drove this year comes to a grand total of 1,954 miles 
There was 4 earthquakes in Michigan that are recorded in history 
No rafts on the canoe trip tipped over 
87% of the facts are true –this one is not from the 87% 
93% of campers fell for the break out of the grand trip/staff play the other 7% were in the infir-
mary but they would habe also probably fallen for it 
In a poll from earlier years 64.3% of campers considered learning classes the best part of the day.  
Only 7 people in CGI Detroit history got to the top point of the A-frame.  
The camp lake is man-made, it was made in year 5718 (1958) – the year that the Rebbe sent the 
first shliach to Michigan. 
The flagpole was brought to camp in year 5724 (1964), 3 years after camp started, it was spon-

sored by the Rohr family foundation and was imported from Guatemala by Sergio. 
The A
The Trailers were given to camp in year 5738 by the hunters who rent out parts of camp.  
Rabbi Gourarie came to camp as Mashpia around 30 
49% of the parents that came on visiting day were either campers or staff in CGI Detroit. 
The name of the area that lubavitch city is in is named kal.kas.ka, Not kala.Kas.ka  
The picnic tables all around camp are made out of gan yisroel trees that were cut down by camp 
founders!  
The 15 passenger vans that camp owns were donated to camp by Ms. Lori Zekelmen in honor of ye-
shivas Lubavitch. 
If you don’t listen in learning class you might become wet.
The most common Disease amongst CGI staff is called “the headache”.
The most commonly played sport in CGI Detroit is definitely “Tetherball” 
The average amount of money placed by campers in canteen is 24 dollars and 46 cents.
There are approximately 600 bowling pins in the bowling ally that the excelling campers (and 
learning teachers) went to.
The Most commonly sung niggun in camp is “aiididiay aiididiay hui did ay yay aydidum”
CGI Detroit staff love jumping around to music at 5:00 AM
45.9 is the average amount of emails that come in to the offices of Gan yisroel daily. 
Bivouac Is the Italian word for “smelly”
There is an average of 29.6 slices of cheese sold in canteen daily!
There were about 1,142 pieces of paper printed on color war! 
There are more then 76 types of spiders in camp.
There are about 7 ducks in camp lake.
The Longest cocoa club in camp was 71.40 minutes
Tetherball is really a game of catch with the ball connected to a string, like that it shouldn’t 
bounce away!
Two parents held the baseball bat upside down by the baseball game on visiting day!
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sored by the Rohr family foundation and was imported from Guatemala by Sergio.  
The A-frame used to be light yellow!  
The Trailers were given to camp in year 5738 by the hunters who rent out parts of camp.   
Rabbi Gourarie came to camp as Mashpia around 30 – 35 years ago, and has never left for a year! 
49% of the parents that came on visiting day were either campers or staff in CGI Detroit.  
The name of the area that lubavitch city is in is named kal.kas.ka, Not kala.Kas.ka   
The picnic tables all around camp are made out of gan yisroel trees that were cut down by camp 
founders!   
The 15 passenger vans that camp owns were donated to camp by Ms. Lori Zekelmen in honor of ye-
shivas Lubavitch.  
If you don’t listen in learning class you might become wet. 
The most common Disease amongst CGI staff is called “the headache”. 
The most commonly played sport in CGI Detroit is definitely “Tetherball”   
The average amount of money placed by campers in canteen is 24 dollars and 46 cents. 
There are approximately 600 bowling pins in the bowling ally that the excelling campers (and 
learning teachers) went to. 
The Most commonly sung niggun in camp is “aiididiay aiididiay hui did ay yay aydidum” 
CGI Detroit staff love jumping around to music at 5:00 AM 
45.9 is the average amount of emails that come in to the offices of Gan yisroel daily.  
Bivouac Is the Italian word for “smelly” 
There is an average of 29.6 slices of cheese sold in canteen daily! 
There were about 1,142 pieces of paper printed on color war!  
There are more then 76 types of spiders in camp. 
There are about 7 ducks in camp lake. 
The Longest cocoa club in camp was 71.40 minutes 
Tetherball is really a game of catch with the ball connected to a string, like that it shouldn’t 
bounce away! 
Two parents held the baseball bat upside down by the baseball game on visiting day! 
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Ridicules and spontaneous songs  

Night Activity Song/Chant 
Composed 5 minutes before the first night activity 

Herring and Latkes, Cholent and Chatchkes… 
F r e e z e-pops and Mashkeh, Knishes and Pasta… 

W e  N e e d  a  D o c t o r ,  W e  N e e d  a  Doctor 

D r  Y a k  N e e h a z !  D r  Y a k  N e e h a z ! 

W e  H a v e  a  D o c t o r ,  W e  H a v e  a  Doctor 

D r  Y a k  N e e h a z !  D r  Y a k  N e e h a z ! 

Krias shmah song 
Composed at 6 am on the bivouac 

Psss Hello, Psss Psss hello hello. 

were bunk kriyas shma, you better get up, or were gonna run 

you over with a pick up truck 

Chocolate milk song  
Composed at 6 am on the bivouac 

It’s never to cold for chocolate milk hurrah hurrah… 

 

Rc at the tree song
Composed in the moments of neilah of color war

To rc at the tree make a hertzquacke (another version: farbreng 

with rabbi g) Detroit is the place to be

Pirates cove song
Composed on the zipline

All the way to pirates cove 3x every single day

Cheap’o Piro song
Composed by beggar jack in middle of the staff play 

works best when chanted in a southerner accent. T.T.T.O 

all the way to pirates cove

Cheap’o Piro raised the price sold us fries ripped us off our mon-

ey

cheap’o Piro raised the price every single morning

one day I ordered pizza but all I got was ash and there stood pi-

ro laughing raking in the cash…
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Ridicules and spontaneous songs  

 
Rc at the tree song 
Composed in the moments of neilah of color war 

To rc at the tree make a hertzquacke (another version: farbreng 

with rabbi g) Detroit is the place to be 

Pirates cove song 
Composed on the zipline 

All the way to pirates cove 3x every single day 

Cheap’o Piro song 
Composed by beggar jack in middle of the staff play – 

works best when chanted in a southerner accent. T.T.T.O 

all the way to pirates cove 

Cheap’o Piro raised the price sold us fries ripped us off our mon-

ey 

cheap’o Piro raised the price every single morning 

one day I ordered pizza but all I got was ash and there stood pi-

ro laughing raking in the cash… 
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To all the campers of 

CGI 5775: 
Some of you may wonder what kind of job I 
do. Some wonder why camp needs a director 
like me. Some wonder who I’m the assistant 
to. I guess I should start from the beginning. 
It all started on a stormy lightning-filled night 
the night after pesach. I was sitting on the 
couch with a mug of (chametzdike) cocoa 
when the phone rang. For some reason I hesi-
tated to answer. Something told me this 
would be no ordinary phone call. I was tempt-
ed to ignore it, but then my younger sister an-
swered it. “It’s for you Mendel” she called out 
from the top of the stairs. I slowly took the 
phone and heard on the other end what 
sounded like the voice of HC Mendel Hertz: 
“Mendel, we have a problem and we really 
need your help. You see I’m going to be one 
of the head counselors in camp and we have 
an important job that only you could fill.”  

I was very surprised. You see, I had no idea 
that camp was already starting to get ready. I 
was even more surprised and astonished 
when I heard that not only Mendel Hertz was 
on the phone, but it was actually a conference 
call with all three HCs both LDs and both Di-
rectors (Rabbi Shemtov and Rabbi Shemtov). 
It seems they needed a flagpole director. Now 
before you roll your eyes, raise your eye-
brows, stick out your tongue or anything else, 
let me explain. 
First thing you should know is that every year 
camp has a flagpole director. It has to be a 
married rabbi, so sometimes Rabbi Lifshitz did 
it besides being camp rabbi.  
Now this year, they were unable to find a di-
rector. Rabbi Lifshitz felt it was too hard of a 
job for him, and they couldn’t find anyone 
else. After much discussion, they decided to 
ask me. How did they know me you ask? Well 
LD Moshe Adler has a relative who has a 
brother who has a friend who knows the cook 
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in my yeshiva. He gave them my name, but 
they still weren’t sure, until HC Mendel Perl-
stein was told by his brother, who was head 
counselor here in camp in 5765, that I could 
do a good job. 
They got everyone together and made the 
call. I told them I would think about it and a 
week later I accepted. 
Now you know how I got the job, but one 
question still remains: why am I only the assis-
tant director and not director? Well as I al-
ready said, you must be a married rabbi to 
take on such a responsibility. So they made 
me assistant, but unofficially I am responsible 
for it all. 
Now, what do I do? Very simple, everything 
connected to the flagpole and flag I am re-
sponsible for. 
You probably don’t know, but last year after 
camp the flagpole was put away. It wass my 
responsibility to put it back up before camp 
starts. This year I had to bring the flag to be 
dry cleaned, so I asked some of the other staff 
to put it in. when I came back I found  that 
they had put it 4 ½ inches away from the right 
place. I made them take it out and I put it 
back myself. 
Where do they keep the flag you ask? The an-

swer - which really should be classified - is 
that it is kept in a dark corner in the basement 
of the A-frame.  
Now that camp is over I’m leaving with all of 
you. But the flagpole will continue to stand 
tall over the grounds of gan yisroel, through 
rain and shine, snow and heat.  
You might thing the next thing I’ll say is to 
take gan yisroel with you. But Im not going to 
say that. I’m going to say to take the lessons - 
and fun - from gan yisroel with you. What is 
the difference? Well number one, no need to 
take a lot of sand. But more importantly, it 
doesn’t matter where you are, the Chayus and 
lessons from Gan Yisroel can be used.  
Good Luck with that, and if you are down you 
can always give me a call for some “flag rais-
ing”. No seriously, give me a call or send me 
an email. 
Most of you know my name some don’t.  
Signing off, I remain very truly yours,  

Mendel Levertov 
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A  - is for Adeler, Adeler Kesselman, Sasonkin 2X 
B  - is for the Best director Bentzion Shemtov 
C- is for Cherry picking that we were gonna go to on the Grand 

Trip 
D- Is for the special Bar Mitzvah Devision 
E-Is for all the Extremely broken copy machine 
F-Is for the Fabulous Ferocious Fries that Giro made for us 
G-Is for Golf carts that are always Going 
H-Is for Hertzquake? 
I-Is for bunk Infirmary 
J-Is for the best mashbak JJ 
K-Is for KoKomos that we went to on the grand trip, and for Kol 

haKavod… , and for ?KK? 
L-Is for Learnnnnnning never ever ever ever ever EVERRRRRRR 

ends! 
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M-Is for MBP that was the Most fabulous ever (even tough there 
wasn’t an official program) and for Magnets (that come into the 
front/back office) 

N-Is for Nosh, Nosh and more Nosh that all campers are dying for 
O-Is for OOOOOOOOOh! Is it the staff play or the grand trip? 
P-Is for the Pool is out of service 
Q-Is for Quakes (it’s gonna be one) 
R-Is for the RC, and the million Rain days in camp (it never rains in 

the Rebbe’s camp, it only pours) 
S-Is for ShakShuka, and for the co-director 
T-Is for “drop The TeTherball!!!” 
U-Is for “U R the best camper!” 
V-Is for the great Vans and their great drivers (or ‘baal agoloh’) 
W-Is for the White-Tree (which is RC not White)  
X-Xtreamly awesome survival  
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“did I get a package?” whats for activities?” “can I make an an-
nouncement?” now try to imagine you were the front office man-
ager, how would you feel it 112 kids scream to you every other 
second? Ahh?  
Ok fine, its not that bad, but besides all of that stuff we had a 
great summer together bringing us all closer to the rebbe , 
starting from the rebbes modeh ani in the morning and ending 
with the rebbes shmah, with Hiskashrus war and farbrengens on 
Friday night in between  
Don’t forget the sign on the window of the front office… 
…what did I do to make the rebbe proud, and bring moshiach 
closer . 
Sincerely, 
Levi Deren, 
Written in the messiest office in Lubavitch(sometimes) 
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The theme song of Team Yam 
 

He watches the Chassidim rejoice happily 
Farbrenging and dancing in total ecstasy 
He looks around to see if somebody is there  
With whom his feelings he can share 
 

The Chassidim in their minds, the rebbe they do see 
I don’t think any of this applies to me 
If only I could find, a more exciting way 
To fully enjoy and spend my day 
 

Aha ahay aya 3x 
 

Mine kind you must know, you’re not like everyone 
The rebbe picked you out to be his son. 
Aha ahay aya 3x 
The Rebbe is involved, in everything you do. 
No matter where you turn he goes with you. 
 

Chorus:  
Rebbe you’re a part of me 
Even when I cannot see 
How our souls are intertwined 
Your missions always on my mind 
You are the essence of my being 
 

Aha ahay aya 3x 
Though its tough I still do stand 
Marching forth at your command 
Full Ibergegebinkeit 
Until we will win this fight 
We will march out with you hand in hand.  
 

Following the Rebbe’s orders this what we know 
Standing strong not giving up till Galus has to go. 
Then the Rebbe comes, with a swing of the hand 
Bashefer gather in, my armies to their land. 
Chorus: 

 

 
 
 
 
 

The Alma Mater of the Team of Yam 
 

To the Russian station, they came from far and near, 
To see off the Rebbe, so cherished and dear. 
He knew he might never - see them again. 
He starts to speak and to encourage them: 
 
Tayere Kinder, although I must flee, 
Don’t think I am running from the evil KGB! 
Se-der  - Yesh  - Kan 
There’s a master plan, 
The future beckons me to leave this land. 
 
Today our test is unique, 
We cannot hear the Rebbe speak 
Guiding and inspiring each day anew 
To stay connected at all times, 
The Rebbe’s in our daily lives, 
This is what we try our best to do. 
 
Tzaddikim plan ahead, for much later on. 
Their primary lives, their Ruchniyus lives on. 
If we play the crucial part, we were destined for, 
We’ll throw away the night forever more. 
             
Chorus: 
Tayere Kinder I’ll always be with you. 
The Rebbe knew it all, and he told us what to do. 
Der Rebbe hut bavorent altz 
Everything was planned. 
No need to lose it, give it all you can. 
 
Though the Rebbe I can’t see, 
His plan’s unfolding before me. 
The Rebbe’s taking over, I am watching how. 
He is alive today as well. 
There are so many tales to tell, 
How he helps each person here and now. 
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The winning theme song of team Horim 

(T.T.T.O Niggun Hachana) 

Prepared to give up his desires 
devoted to a cause much higher 
living a life in the Rebbe’s way 

Yet despite his strong commitment 
his heart did not lie with it 
he would ask of himself every day: 

Why is it not a part of me 
isn’t it what I want to be 
where is the feeling 
for what I strive? 

I must understand how great and real (pause)  
I’ll contemplate and surely feel 
how the task instilled in me 
 is my whole life! 

CHORUS:  

A Chossid is connected with all of his being 
this must be expressed in each and every thing 
guiding his actions are his thoughts and emotions 
with joy he carries forth and succeeds. (2x) 

I must understand… 
 

 

 

Winning Alma Matter of team “Horim” 
T.T.T.O. Lomir Zich Umkeren (Yom Tov Ehrlich) 
On a cold winter morning bundled up tightly 
my mind drifts to the summer long gone 
the air is warm and fresh and the sun is shining 
brightly 
to camp Gan Yisroel I’ve come 
The new things I learnt as those few weeks flew by 
even now I feel their effect 
in Davening in learning with spirits so high 
growing as the Rebbe expects 
Chorus: 
A merit to be in Gan Yisroel  
is given to a chosen few 
How ill yearn for you Gan Yisroel 
your warmth your message so true 
That it’s not just about doing what is right 
a Chossid has a different life 
 עס גייט א חסיד, עסט א חסיד"
 שלאפט א חסיד"

Living in an environment  
of Keddusha in all that we do 
a summer of joy and excitement 
starting each day all anew 
Those memories dear are always kept near 
giving me strength to continue 
at times it feels hard, cold and apart 
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Esteemed judges, team of Yam & winning team of Horim! 

Gut Yom Tov, Gut Yom Tov! 

Every week on Friday, after school, I join two Bochurim and we go visit different Yidden strengthening their Yiddishkait and encourag-

ing them to put on Teffilin . 

One Friday night, as I was thinking over my day, I realized, that the Fridays that I’m more infused with a Chayus and feeling to give the 

Rebbe Nachas by fulfilling his missions, are the days that I’m more successful and people respond more to my request by putting on 

Teffilin. 

A few days later, I heard a story which shed an entirely new light on the concept of having Chayus and feeling in fulfilling the Rebbe’s 

Ratzon.  

The Alter Rebbe’s Chossid, Reb Gavriel, was a very rich man. As a result, he was often asked by the Alter Rebbe to contribute to differ-

ent causes. 

Once, a messenger was sent to Reb Gavriel to ask for a certain amount of money to free a Jew from jail. However when the messenger 

arrived, Reb Gavriel was brokenhearted, as just recently his business had turned for the worse and he did not have enough money to 

fulfill the Alter Rebbe’s request, in addition to the sadness of not having children for 25 years. 

Seeing this, Reb Gavriel’s wife decided to take action. She went to the market and sold her jewelry when she came home she took the 

coins and polished them till they sparkeld after which she gave them to her husband who right away traveled to the alter rebbe  

when he entered the alter rebbes room the alter rebbe instructed him to unpack the coins on the table  

Seeing the beautiful shine and sparkle the alter rebbe said that the object in the mishkan which shined most was the kiyor that the 

Jewish women prepared with much simchah and feeling 

Tell me, the alter rebbe asked, where are these coins from? 

reb gavriel explained that his wife seeing her husband’s distress went and sold her jewelry and after polishing the coins gave them to 

her husband to give to the alter rebbe 

hearing this the alter rebbe placed his head in his hands and after spending a few minutes in deep thought blessed them with much 

riches children and long life 

in other words the hard work and chayus that his wife put in to the mitzvah made them worthy of these special brochos 

hearing this story I realized that not only will my simchah and feeling bring more people to put on tefilin but is an essential part of the 

mivtzoim itself and the nachas the rebbe receives from it  

as we see from this story how much the alter rebbe appreciated the special simcha and felling of this women . it wasn ’t just that that 

they had mesirus nefesh to listen and give the money that they didn’t really have  to rescue the prisoner but it was don whith chayus 

and simcha up until making sure that these coins weren’t just plain coins but were sparkling and shining   

so chevra , our actions take on a totally new light to the rebbe and gives a deeper nachas when they are filled with understanding, feel-

ing, chayus and devotion.  

so as we leave this hiskashrus war tonight let us rededicate  ourselves even  more to understand , feel and appreciate our connection 

to the rebbe and what the rebbe asks and expects  of us  

Winning theme speech of team Horim 
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Theme speech of team Yam 
Gut yum tuv! gut yum tuv! gut yum tuv! Tayere esteemed judges including judge gurrari “lishana toivah uimatzlachas”!! And all 
our hard working staff and tayere campers team harim and winning team of yam: !! 
Eved poshut!!!!  (The theme) Eved poshut speaks about us even when we are not feeling for learning torah, mitzvos and Daven-
ing which occurs from time to time, 
The question of the day is, are we at a dead end?!  Is that it?, not for now? are we gonna take a pause?! 
For sure not!! We still do it with a toikef!!  
This is the kick in, of the “eved poshut” he does what he is told even though he is not interested,  
 (!witch by him he feels that all the timeבהפקירה ניחא ליה"     ) " 
But yet he does what he is told for his master whatever his master wants, with a toikef! Kabulis ol. 
But how is this possible to “just do it!” with out the feeling it? what strives him to do it anyways? How do we “fier zich” at these 
moments as a “eved poshut”?!! 
So let me tell you guys a secret:  I had this question myself, what is it that is  striving me to daven and learn even when I don’t 
feel or understand it at times? 
So I spoke to my Mashpia and he answered me with this “moshul” , 
There lived this poor peasant a orphan in this kingdom he was a “water carrier”, He   lived in a hut with  no furniture not many  
vessels for food and drink, he lived a life as simple as it gets, One day guards show up to his small hut –his home and tell him 
that they have found that he is the son of the king! The royal prince of the kingdom! They Explained him that he was taken in a 
war many years before then when he was a baby                                                                                                                                       
They bow down to him and tell him to pack up his needed belongings, He is wanted to live in  the palace.                                                                                                                                                     
He is shocked!!! Thinking to himself he cannot go to the palace he doesn’t know how to properly eat, sit, act properly, Forget as 
a prince, not immune to the way of the royal life, being treated as one, having to make the decisions for the nation , I’m a sim-
ple peasant I’m not gona fool myself!!  
Nevertheless he went anyways with no choice in the matter . 
Before he is ready to go to the palace they first put him through  training on how to eat ,sit, and  act as a prince, and to be able 
to receive royal guest and live this royal life to rule the kingdom! 
But it was too hard for him to switch his nature every time he tried,  He couldn’t handle it, It was too much to act and think like 
a royal prince! He wasn’t happy and comfortable with this life, rather his simple natural life was what he wanted back. 
But then he met his father the king, At that moment he realized and “derherd” that this is who I am!! I’m fitting into a life witch 
is not forin, and that  moment changed everything he “derherd”! This life is who he is, its his blood and therefore he became 
comfortable with it, and he enjoyed to act as a royal prince because this is who he is!,  He then understood that this poor peas-
ant life was a tale!.  
 

So “chevreh”!  the point is clear! This answers mine and all our questions! This life of torah and mitzvos is who we are!-which 
by definition is not based on the way we think and feel, its there with a tokef regardless, That’s what gives us the strive to “just 
do it!” 
The power to have this essence connection and to recognize it,  is the rebbe! 
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 5738 - 1978 
 
(Tune of Hashem Yishmarcha (Miami Boys’ Choir) 
 
In a small college town 
There’s a young man feeling down 
His future an uncertainty 
“Oh, what will become of me?” 
 
A Chabad House is nearby 
The young man gives it a try 
“Maybe directions here I can find 
And have some peace of mind” 
 
He discusses Yiddishkeit 
All through the night 
But he cries, “I don’t belong — 
I am too far gone” 
 
The shliach says, “Not true 

ָרֵאל הּוא ָחָטא, ִישְׂ — ֲהַגם שֶׁ  
No matter where you may roam 
You can always come back home” 
 

 
 

5742 - 1982 
 
(Original tune by Mendel Shemtov) 
 
Snuggled by the fireplace 
One lonely winter night 
Skimming through fond memories 
Of good times as a child 
 
The fire melts away the years 
As I find myself once more 
Sitting by a fire, but 
This time I’m not alone 
 
My counselor is sitting beside me 
My bunkmates are singing nearby 

With heartfelt concern he speaks to me 
The words that changed my life 
 
How it pains my heart to realize that 
Those times are forever gone 
Oh, where would I be, if it weren’t for you 
Gan Yisroel ’82 
 

5743 - 1983 
 
(Tune of Aromimcha Hashem) 
 
I shed a single tear 
One day, every year 
Silent, empty, suddenly alone 
When all of you go home 
 
Near Kalkaska, I wait 
Around the glistening lake 
Yearning to hear a mishna by heart 
Oh, why do we have to part 
 
Oh, just one more bentching to hear 
Before those buses appear 
Oh, how will I bear it, when there is no light 
In the dining room, Friday night 
 
But looking at you, as I finish this song 
I know I’m coming along 
Deep in your hearts, I’ve kindled a flame 
‘Cause Gan Yisroel is my name 
 

 

 

5749 - 1989 
 
(Tune of Nigun Shabbos Ve’Yomtov—Nigun #92) 
 
A small cup of wine, he holds in his hand 
Young Mendele, at a Farbrengen does stand 
Thousands of men, standing in awe 
Their attention, to the Rebbe is drawn 
 
Though Mendel stood there, his mind was elsewhere 
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To hear the Farbrengen, he did not care 
He just could not wait until it was done 
So he could go home, and have fun 
 
He’d walk down the street, his friends he would meet 
They’d teach him to lie, and they’d teach him to cheat 
He’d look to all sides, to be sure no one saw 
Then, Mendel would break every law 
 
It occured to him, at a Farbrengen one week 
After all, it’s to me that the Rebbe does speak 
His words, to my heart I must take 
What a difference in me, they will make 
 
How can I stand every week, and ignore 
The words being said by the Nossi Hador 
He decides, with tears in his eyes 
Enough of my cheating and lies 
 
As he walked down the street, he met his best friend 
He told him, my bad ways have come to an end 
I’ve come to regret the things that I did 
For now on I’ll be a Chossid 
 

 
 
(Tune of Ke’ayol Taarog—Tzlil V’zemer II) 
 
As he sits upon the hill, the camper’s mind roams free 
To thoughts of a summer filled with fun 
A summer, a summer yet to be 
As he rises to greet the day, together with the sun 
His wandering mind travels back, and camp has just begun 
 
I’ll play, I’ll laugh, I’ll learn, such fun will fill my day 
Friendships forged, and friends anew I’ll meet along the way 
My counselor teaching me, the Rebbe’s at my side 
Guiding every Jew 
Yechi Adoneinu we shout out loud, giving us strength anew 
 
His counselor’s voice beckons him from thoughts so far away 
The bus is full, go take your seat, we’re going home today 
As the camper looks with tears, his ticket in his hand 
What could have happened to my dream, I do not understand 
 
The A-frame stands against the sky, surrounded by the clouds 
The bunk stands so cold and bare, and the lake makes no sound 

But I can smile as we leave, as hard as it may seem 
Knowing that I’ll be back next year, and relive my dream 
 
I’ll play… 
 

 
 

5750 - 1990 
 
(Tune of Ki Onu Amecha) 
 
Memories of times ago, stirring the strings of my soul 
Awakening my spirit, which lied so very still 
Thinking of my cradle, my mother rocking me 
Humming a lullaby, a Chassidish melody 
 
Those first impressions, etched deep in my mind 
Today, those impressions in my heart I find 
Those first impressions, etched deep in my mind 
Today, those impressions in my heart I find 
 
On Shabbos afternoon, in a corner all alone 
My father would daven, his words filled with song 
 
Those first impressions… 
 
In the shul of Lubavitch, together we would stand 
Father and son, side by side, hand in hand 
I would look up to the Rebbe, our teacher, our guide 
My eyes welled up with tears, and I began to cry 
 
Although then I was young, and did not understand 
These memories inspire me, wherever I am 
These are the memories stored in my mind 
They revive my spirit and make my soul alive 
 

 
 
(Tune of Achas Shoalti—MBD) 
 
Standing in line, deep in thought 
Reliving a summer he’ll never forget 
Those four weeks that he did spend 
To him, so much they meant 
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Starting with the bracha he received 
From the Rebbe, before he did leave 
In camp, with the Rebbe living always 
By Yechis and bentching each day 
 
Those farbrengens we had 
The hachlatos we made 
The songs that we sang 
In my heart will always remain 
 
As he passes the Rebbe 
His voice chokes with tears 
Rebbe, oy Rebbe 
Thank you for a summer so dear 
 

 
 

5752 - 1992 
 
(Tune of Nigun Dveikus of R’ Hillel Paritcher—Nichoach #4) 
 
Dear G-d, I am just a little boy 
They say my prayers can be felt on high 
Father in Heaven, listen to my cry 
 
At his window, I daven every day 
With a broken heart, yet with faith 
I know that the Rebbe is so near 
 
Oh please, Hashem, it hurts me so 
I cannot see my Rebbe, his face aglow 
How long must he suffer, how long can our father be in pain 
Unite us with our Rebbe once again 
 
Yechi Adoneinu, the Rebbe will return 
No longer will he suffer, no longer will we yearn 
That day is coming closer, that day is very soon 
When the Rebbe will be with us once again 
 
On that day we’ll laugh, on that day we will sing 
Our joy will know no bounds, for our Rebbe we will see 
The Rebbe’s door will open, and he’ll smile to us children 
For the Rebbe will be with us once again 

 
 

 
 
(Tune of Nigun Shabbos Ve’Yomtov (Nigun #96)) 
 
A tear runs down from his cheek 
Oh Hashem, it’s another week 
Shabbos is passing, the Rebbe did not speak 
 
Days, weeks, then months go by 
How long must the world cry 
Beseeching, demanding, Ad mosai, it’s enough 
 
Where is that hand, to which millions do come 
Where is the voice that unites us all as one 
Our hearts pouring out, as we scream to Hashem 
The Rebbe zol zein gezunt, and be with us again 
 
On Sunday a man arrives 
With hope in his troubled eyes 
Excuse me, please tell me, the Rebbe’s help I seek 
 
I’ve come to the Rebbe’s door 
His bracha I need once more 
Unanswered, he lifts his eyes, and desperately does cry 
 
Where is that hand… 
 

 
 
(Tune of Boruch Keil Elyon—Poilishe Nigun) 
 
Tattenyu, I’m Berele, your boy 
We’re Shluchim in this lonely town 
Will I ever be 
What the Rebbe wants of me 
If no one can show me how 
 
But today, I’m in Gan Yisroel 
A new world opens for me 
So many boys my age 
With whom, friends to be 
Gladness and joy fills my heart 
 
Oh, Chassidim together 
With the heart of one man 
Singing in prayer 
As only they can 
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With wamth and devotion 
Our camp is alive 
Raising our spirits so high 
 
Oh, Gan Yisroel 
You’ve given me new life 
You’ve shown me the road 
You’ve lit for me the light 
I’ll carry your torch wherever I go 
Till the world becomes Gan Yisroel 
 

 
 
(Tune of Nigun Mesorosi—Nichoach #3) 
 
On the way to camp 
Immersed in thought 
My Rebbe’s here, how can I leave 
He cries distraught 
 
We’re in such times 
How have I gone 
He wipes his tears, for camp 
Has just begun 
 
Standing together 
Shouting Yechi 
United in one voice 
With one wish, with one plea 
The spirit grows stronger 
As days go by, Avinu Malkeinu we cry 
 
Yet, a camp full of laughter 
Excitement and song 
Davening and learning 
With fun the whole day long 
The summer’s alive 
The answer is clear 
Gan Yisroel, it’s happening right here 
 
Twenty-four hours a day 
The Rebbe’s camp, the Rebbe’s way 
Oh so close, oh so near he feels 
Twenty-four hours a day 
The Rebbe’s camp, the Rebbe’s way 
Oh so close, oh so near he feels 

 
 

 
(Tune of Ani Maamin (jep vol. III)) 
 
With a Tehillim he sat through the night 
Pondering deeply into his plight 
The Rebbe’s image in front of his eyes 
“Oh, where is Moshiach,” he sighs 
 
Three times a day, we would have the great zechus 
The Nossi HaDor would comedaven with us 
“How can I live when a Shabbos goes by 
Without a Farbrengen,” he cries 
 
“Oh Rebbe, oh Rebbe, we need you — 
Hashem, Hashem, Keil Rachum — 
We’re sick of this golus, can’t bear any more 
Why don’t You open the door… 
 
“Your children are yearning to be with You — 
How long can this golus continue! 
Bring the geulah, fulfilling Your vow 
To bring Moshiach right now” 
 
Repeat: Oh Rebbe… 
 

 
 
(Tune of Nigun Ga’aguim) 
 
“Father, please listen, for I would like to share 
My feelings and thoughts during this past year 
Lost and confused, in despair I do cry 
Oh, answer me, dear father, tell me why… 
 
“A Shabbos has passed, Sunday has gone by 
Each and every day brings forth another sigh 
The Farbrengens that we heard, the dollars we received 
A he’elem for so long, who could believe!” 
 
“My son, you’re not alone, I also feel the pain 
Yet a purpose there must be, let me explain…” 
 
Darkness of night precedes the light, shining forevermore 
These troubled times do show that Moshiach’s at our door 
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It’s in our hands, we must take a stand 
Following the Rebbe’s call 
“Tut altz vos ihr kent” was the message to us all 
 
The work is being done, and still he has not come 
How long can this golus last, Ad Mosai, Hashem, till when 
The work is being done, and still he has not come 
How long can this golus last, Ad Mosai, Hashem, enough! 
 
Our wounds please do heal, let Moshiach be revealed 
With the cry of Yechi we will march to victory 
 

 
 
(Tune of Nachamu (Tzlil V’Zemer)) 
 
A small tree grows, it’s immature 
Yet raised with so much care 
For these young years will set the way 
The fate of its life does lie here 
 
A group of trees are specially raised 
Owned by the Nossi HaDor 
With devotion and care to young children 
With his love, in the machaneh they grow 
 
“How lucky I am, that I chose to be here 
In the Rebbe’s camp, never elsewhere 
With pride I stand, as the Rebbe guides me 
In his chinuch I’ll grow, his chossid I’ll be… 
 
“In Gan Yisroel, he’s instilled in my heart 
A connection that never can part 
In Gan Yisroel, he’s instilled in my heart 
A connection that never can part” 
 

 
 

5753 - 1993 
 
(Tune of “Yakob” (Yom Tov Ehrlich/Yiddish Gems Vol. 1) 
 
Hushed is the air, the silence is soft 
Last words of Kaddish borne aloft 

Our eyes raised to face the Melech’s balcony place 
The curtains still closed, my mind starts to race 
 
The thought is resounding again and again 
How can I take a moment of your pain 
To see my Rebbe I wait and I thirst 
The pain and the love, my heart wants to burst 
 
The curtains they swing, the Rebbe, our Melech, I see 
“Oy Rebbe,” my heart shouts, “I’ll be all you want me to be” 
And for a short moment, my heart skips a beat 
As my eyes, the Rebbe’s do meet 
A moment that tells me to keep on, be strong 
“Mein kind, it won’t be for long” 
 
For soon is the day when the curtains no longer will close 
The singing is thunder, Yechi HaMelech, it grows 
Our Melech will rise up, a swing of the hand 
United the whole world will stand 
We rise up triumphant, with one voice it’s said 
Yechi HaMelech Le’Olam Vo’ed 
 

 
 
(Tune of Avinu Malkeinu Choneinu Va’aneinu) 
 
Dear Robert, let me describe to you 
Of this summer I lived as a Jew 
You’ll see that I’ve changed — I can never be the same — 
Oh, how I wish you were here too 
 
My life did not seem in control 
Empty, no meaning or goal 
How helpless I felt — where could I turn for help 
To feel the void and thirst in my soul? 
 
Rob, I found it here 
With chassidim who really care 
With achdus and love, faith in the One Above 
They’ve lifted me out of despair 
 
But it’s the Rebbe about whom I’ll speak 
He makes this camp so unique 
His concern for each Jew, it doesn’t matter who 
Brings my soul comfort and peace 
 
Here, davening and learning are stressed 
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Singing Shabbos together, I love best 
Gan Yisroel, you’ve taught me a chossid to be — 
Robert, please come and join me! 
 
Repeat: But it’s the Rebbe… 
 

 
 

5754 - 1994 
 
(Tune of Acheinu (Abie Rottenberg, Lev V’Nefesh)) 
 
Amongst majestic mountains, a nation stands alone 
An ending to their exile, a promise of a home 
Pondering their destiny, gazing at the setting sun 
Moshe stands so strong, B’nei Yisroel’s ה נֱֶׁאָמן  רֹועֶׁ
 
He sees Eretz Yisroel, a splendid golden view 
Listening intensely to HaKodosh Boruch Hu 
“My dear servant Moshe, for you to enter this great land 
The ָבר  ”from redemption forever will be banned דֹור ַהִמדְׂ
 
“Hashem, please take my life from me 
My people, they must live to see 
The coming of Moshiach, and the Mikdash HaShlishi 
Please pass them down through the doros 
And give a Nossi my kochos 
To lead them toward geulah in "נפלאות דגולות" 
 
(Tune without words) 
 
Standing at the Ohel, so faithful and so strong 
Pleading for a nation that has waited much too long 
Filling with courage, caring for them day by day 
The Rebbe, our Moshe, stands and proudly leads the way 
 
B’nei Yisroel, hear our cry — thundering voices, “Ad Mosai” 
And join the million forces, as we’re marching side by side 
The Rebbe lighting up the way, the geulah we will have today 
The promise of redemption in "נפלאות דגולות" 
 

 
 
To camp I’ll be leaving soon 
I look towards the Rebbe’s room 

How empty, how lonely it seems 
 
The bochurim, they hide no grief 
A dollar they’ve not received 
The Rebbe’s camp — oh, what will it be? 
 
But soon I am taken — 
Through mishnayos, through farbrengens 
Through his picture that I constantly hold — 
To a world where I feel that the Rebbe is so near 
Before me the Rebbe I behold 
 
“Oy Rebbe, oy Rebbe, mein heiliker tatte 
You’ve always been with us in a guf doh lematah 
Rebbe, I love you — you know how I need you — 
The pain is just too much to bear… 
 
“As I look towards your picture, my eyes fill with tears — 
Your comforting smile, so warm and so near — 
I feel how you love me, you’ll always be with me 
I know that I’m never alone” 
 

 
 
 
(Tune of Niggun Shabbos VeYomtov (Nichoach 15)) 
 
Crowds are gathered, hours pass, the line stretches miles 
The Rebbe stands alone to greet each one with smiles 
Privileged so, to stand before his noble gaze 
He strives for a connection to last throughout his days 
 
And though I am bereft, the example that you left lives on 
Your needs you sacrificed to bring each one so close 
The hand you waved sent shluchim to their posts 
The concern you showed us taught me how to care 
 
To kindle a spark in every Jewish soul 
Revealing its essence, is fulfilling your goal 
Your ratzon I vow to do, for I know like never before 
That it means so much to you 
 
I feel your strength, you’ve shown me by your deeds 
I know how to find the hiskashrus that I need 
By taking each neshamah hand in hand, in your ways 
Until each one understands 
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Now I’m certain forever, you’ll be part of me 
I am sure, very soon, Tatte, you I’ll see 
 

 
 

5755 - 1995 
 
(Tune of V’Nikeisi - Avraham Fried) 
 
The skies seem so cloudy 
The lakefront so bare 
Benches in the Shul stowed away 
Buses are loading 
He’s deep in pain 
If only in camp he could stay 
 
Just a few weeks 
Have passed since he came yet 
To Shmulik it seems worlds ago 
So much has happened 
He needs one last glance 
To make it easier for him to go 
 
He runs to the A frame, what meets his eyes 
That picture of the Rebbe so strong 
Like a father, so loving, he looks back at him 
“Dear Shmulik, just take me along” 
 
Rebbe it’s only this summer we’ve met 
Now you’re so much a part of my life 
This summer in your presence I’ll never forget 
And will forever be engraved in my mind 
 

 
 
(Tune of EishesChayil) 
 
Boruch, I write to you this letter 
In answer to your question when we were together 
How is it that I am not ashamed 
My Yiddishkeit to openly proclaim? 
 
On a busy street corner to stand 
Asking every Yid to lay tefillin on his hand 
My tzitzis hanging proudly in sight 

Never shy to do what is right 
 
Knowing that I am a Chossid 
Connected to the Rebbe I live with 
A feeling of pride within me 
Lifting me, helping me, wherever I may be 
 
I’m a Chossid in the Rebbe’s army 
Fulfilling my mission proudly 
Boruch, this letter is not done 
A Chossid you must become! 
 
Knowing that I am a Chossid 
Connected to the Rebbe I live with 
A feeling of pride within me 
Helping me, wherever I may be 
 

 
 
(Tune of Yud-Beis Tammuz Niggun) 
 
The Rebbe calls out, “We must reach to all” 
A group of chassidim heeds his call 
The family of Shluchim the Rebbe does raise 
For his work, devoting all their days 
 
Chorus: 
The Rebbe stands with pride, as his Shluchim he leads 
As a loving father, he is caring for their needs 
For these are the chassidim he’s relying upon 
Through his berachos and his koach, they can carry on 
 
To strengthen and unite all of those he has sent 
The Rebbe brings his family together again 
Once a year at the kinus, all the Shluchim he does meet 
Giving them the chizuk that they all so need 
 
(Chorus) 
 
Being that the Shluchim are so distant physically 
An album of his family the Rebbe asked to see 
And even as they carry on in these dark golus days 
In the Rebbe’s holy room they’ll always stay 
 
(Chorus) 
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5756 - 1996 
 
(Tune of Niggun Simchah (Niggunei Hisvaadus vol. 4)) 
 
The Rebbe gives a message out, he’s leaving 770 
His destination Gan Yisroel, with Chassidim following 
Throughout his years of holy work 
He never takes a moment’s rest 
To see his camp, precious hours on the road he spends 
 
The Rebbe shows his concern for every little thing 
“Keep the lake safe, tip the waiters, add another swing 
For a healthy guf will make a healthier neshamah 
With warmth of Chassidus we will be like one mishpachah” 
Every day, every hour, in the Rebbe’s care 
Every camper is his child whom he holds so dear 
I learn and play in Gan Yisroel, in the Rebbe’s home 
He’ll surely see to it that as his Chossid I will grow 
 
In year’s bygone, Lubavitch was the cradle of Chassidim 
Now the grounds of Gan Yisroel carry on this mission 
Until the day we’ll greet Moshiach very speedily 
Proudly marching as his soldiers on to victory 
 

 
 

5758 - 1998 
 
(T.T.T.O. “The Search” JEP) 
 
On a Faraway mountain top speckled with sheep, 
A Shepherd sits alone, his gaze so deep, 
caring for his precious flock with all his might, 
Carefully watching each one remains in sight. 
 
Suddenly a bitter cry pierces the air, 
A young sheep has wondered, away with out care 
the Shepherd runs to rescue oh so swiftly, 
He bends down to pick up his sheep carefully. 
 
Millions of Yiden though they may not know, 
The Rebbe loves each one and cares for him so, 
Each and Every Jew the Rebbe hears his cry, 

He is a diamond in the Rebbe’s eyes. 
 
Our Faithful Shepherd won’t forsake his flock, 
The Rebbe’s loving care will never stop, 
In spite of the darkness, we know with perfect faith, 
He will not rest ‘till the last one is safe. 
 

 
 

5765 - 2005 
 
 
My father, a Shliach in our town 
By the Rebbe was sent down 
The Rebbes hand, guiding him 
Step by step in his mission 
 
At Farbrengens from week to week 
My father heard the Rebbe speak 
Whenever in, a time of need 
Answers from the Rebbe he received 
 
But I am just a boy 
I never felt, the great warmth or the joy 
Of standing in the Rebbes holy gaze 
 
Oh how I do yearn 
To know in which way I should turn 
As I go on my own way 
 
Yet I must go through 
My Shlichus I will do 
With all the Koichois that I have 
As a father in a son 
The Rebbe has great trust in me 
 
This is the task at hand 
To search out his command 
Even though I can not see him 
A Chossid I will be 
Making the Rebbe proud of me 
 

 

5766 - 2006 
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The Rambam Song 
(Tune of Nigun Me'nikolayev (Heichal Neginah 34/10)) 
 
Strewn about and scattered, 
Amongst the worlds' societies, 
There dwells a lone nation, 
So feeble and so meek. 
Like a sheep amongst the wolves, 
She struggles to survive,  
And awaits the day, 
Geulah will arrive 
 
The Rebbe comes along 
With a call to one and all: 
Let us join together- 
From the big to the small, 
Let's concentrate our energies, 
Through Achdus Yisroel,  
Learning all the Mitzvos as well. 
 
Ten years it took the Ramba"m, 
To complete the task at hand, 
To prescribe the oral Torah from the start to the end, 
Through learning some each day, 
And completing in a year…  
Surely Moshiach will appear. 
 
Rebbe! Tayyere Rebbenu How can I attach myself to you 
I will do as you say… 
Beginning with Ramba"m every day, 
Imploring from Hashem to heed our cries, 
And finally I'll see you with my eyes… 
 

 
 

5768 - 2008 
 
(Tune of Yifrach Beyomov) 
 
Amongst-the Chasiddim he’d spend his time, 
Chazering the Rebbes words, with zest, line by line, 
A life of delight, so holy and pure, 
He could not think to ask for something more... 
 

But then-to the city he relocates, 
He’s struck-by the fashion, the customs of the state, 
For-a brief moment a thought crossed his mind, 
“Just to taste this life of a new kind”. 
 
A call, comes forth, from deep within his soul: 
Theres no way in the world, 
I’l drop my dignity, 
I am a Chossid!, 
And that’s a novelty! 
 
Aha ahay ay ayay, 
 
My standards aren’t the same, 
I bear the Rebbe’s name, 
It’s okay for others, 
But I must stay away… 
 
We are Chassidim, the Rebbe’s chosen men, 
We’re different we’re special, 
No matter where or when... 
 
With pride we strive, 
Our name to preserve, 
Bringing down MoshiachTzidkeinu… 
 

 
 
(Original song By Fitz Rabin) 
 
The water’s so calm 
The birds sing with charm, 
The sun’s spreading forth its bright light, 
The oars swish with grace, 
I speed up my pace, 
The noise from the shore is no more… 
 
Oh Gan Yisroel where are you, 
En-gage me please, 
In a dream, a vision, 
A brush of wind in air, 
I feel estranged and distant, 
Something’s incorrect, 
Gan Yisroel, I need you, 
I must reconnect. 
 
My boat turned around, 
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My heart starts to pound, 
The A-frame is growing in size. 
Joy fills the void, 
That engulfed me before, 
The lonesomeness gone – it’s no more. 
 
Oh Gan Yisroel I have you 
You’re sweet as can be, 
You give me the comfort, 
The support that I need, 
I feel familiar and welcome 
Everything’s just right 
Gan Yisroel I thank you, 
By day and by night. 
 
The banquet begins, 
My mind starts to spin, 
How will I manage to leave? 
It dawned on me then, 
That it ersht begins when, 
Gan Yisroel shines forth from within… 
 
Oh Gan Yisroel I have you 
You’ve shown me the way, 
To cherish a moment, 
How a yid spends his day. 
To be happy and proud 
And feel, lucky too 
I thank you Gan Yisroel, 
Gan Yisroel thank you! 
 

 

Year Unknown 
 
(Tune of Kanei LeShimcha (Avraham Fried)) 
 
Standing side by side 
Tears well up in their eyes 
Each unaware that the other is there 
Whispering a silent prayer 
 
(Staff) 
“Dear Rebbe, I want you to see 
The children you entrusted to me — 
Each one a jewel so precious and rare 

You have placed into my care… 
 
“To live with you every moment 
Is the message I’ve tried to impart 
To bring you lematah, together with us 
Each of us doing our part… 
 
“Now Rebbe, the summer is over — 
Now that my shlichus is through — 
I ask that the spirit of Gan Yisroel 
Continue in all that they do!” 
 
(Campers) 
“Dear Rebbe, I’d like you to see 
How much Gan Yisroel’s changed me — 
I’m closer to you than ever before 
Connected forevermore… 
 
“My counselor, your shliach, inspired me 
With true dedication and love — 
His friendship I’ll treasure forever 
How can I thank him enough… 
 
“Oy Rebbe, your Gan Yisroel 
Will always find place in my heart 
Its chayus and warmth will remain with me 
Its lessons I’ll treasure and guard!” 
 
(All) 
As the crowd in the Ohel does grow 
Mendele turns to go 
As he leaves, he sees a familiar face — 
Camper and counselor embrace 
 
“Goodbye, Gan Yisroel 
Farewell to those wonderful times 
Your memories will always be part of me 
Oh Gan Yisroel, goodbye” 
 

 
 
(Tune of Sharm El Sheikh (Jo Amar)) 
 
Alone as a camper, I stood on the side 
The fear of my first year I just could not 
hide 
But warmth of their friendship, in joining 
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the games 
Their spirit engulfed me, a part I became 
 
The chayus at bentching , starting each day with Yechi, 
Chassidishe surroundings, inspiring me 
Ahavas Yisroel, the flag flying proud in the breeze 
Where else can I find this — oh, how can I leave? 
 
The new things I’ve learnt here mean so much to me 
Without Gan Yisroel, oh, where would I be? 
Dear friends that I made here, I can only cry 
The end is approaching, I must say goodbye 
 
“Goodbye Gan Yisroel, farewell to our wonderful times 
How much will I miss what I’m leaving behind 
I’m making a promise, your lessons I will not forsake — 
A much better person of me they will make” 
 

 
 
(Tune of Ach Leilokim Domi Nafshi) 
 
The packed shul is waiting for Kol Nidrei 
The Rebbe is coming, but stops on his way 
A group of talmidim he must see 
The Birkas HaBonim to them he gives 
With tear-filled eyes he asks Hashem 
“A sweet year send to them” 
 
Hours on end at Farbrengen he sits 
Torah he teaches, it flows from his lips 
With simple and wise he spends his time 
A lesson for all to follow he finds 
Speaking to his children, so dear to him 
With his light he is guiding them 
 
A Yid to the Rebbe is his only concern 
The love for his children in his heart does burn 
The burden of our problems with love he bears 
In our joy he laughs, our pain he feels 
Hours he stands for his children’s needs 
Thousands of letters till dawn he reads 
Beyond human limits he does reach 
His life for his children he gives 
 

 
 

(Tune of Niggun Simchah (Nichoach, vol. 12)) 
 
Marching forth with noble pride, growing with each stride 
We are the man servants of Hashem 
ִריךְׂ הּוא ָשא בְׂ קּודְׂ  ֲעָבִדים ָאנּו דְׂ
Illuminating darkness is our holy goal 
 
From slaves in Egypt land 
Led by His mighty hand 
To Sinai we came, and did proclaim 
“Do, then understand” 
 
The commandments of our King 
Still in our ears do ring 
ָרֵאל ֲעָבִדים"" ֵני ִישְׂ  ִכי ִלי בְׂ
 
(Tune without words) 
 
By following His words, as servants to a master 
We will end our sad history 
To bring Moshiach Tzidkeinu a little bit faster 
And with him, our victory 
 
 

 
 
Oh, why we Jews all cry 
Are things so tough, we’ve had enough 
We’ve worked and slaved all through these years 
Oh, when will Hashem wipe away our tears 
 
Oh, when will we walk hand in hand 
With Moshiach to the Promised Land 
Oh, when will we walk hand in hand 
With Moshiach to the Promised Land 
 
We’re thrown around from here to there 
It isn’t fair, but our faith is strong 
All the Jews are spread apart 
It breaks our heart, but it won’t be for long 
 
For soon, we will walk… 
 
Soon we’ll hear a sound that’s near 
Telling us that the time is now 
The sound will be Eliyahu HaNavi 
And Moshiach will come to fulfill G-d’s vow 
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And then we will walk… 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
(Tune of Avinu Av Harachamon) 
 
A Russian boy’s helpless plight 
Dreariness fills his night 
Hardship and pain befall him 
His chance of survival is slim 
 
Finding no source of true comfort 
To the Rebbe he turns with a letter 
Compelled to express to him 
How life could have been so much better 
 
The boy did not beg for an easier life 
Nor for a hope to be free 
“Voszol men ton az es advent zich nit!” 
That was the Russian boy’s plea 
 
As the Rebbe spoke at Farbrengen 
The chassidim gazed on in surprise 
As the Rebbe choked with emotion 
And tears came to his eyes 
 
Repeat: The boy did not beg… 
 

 
 
Our holy House in ruins and flames 
Only one wall of it remains 
The side that outlasted all the rest 
The Kosel HaMa’aravi on the west 
 
Throughout the years, every day 
Thousands of Jews at the Wall do pray 
Their tearful eyes to heaven gaze 
Hoping the rest will soon be raised 
 
Our symbol of courage, of faith, and of hope 
Giving us strength with the golus to cope 

Rousing our hopes that bimheirah ’twill be 
The wall of the Mikdash HaShlishi 
 
Repeat: Throughout the years… 
 
 

 
 
 
(Tune of Koh Amar Hashem) 
 
Davening and learning starting each day 
In shul, amongst his friends, he yearns to stay 
Downtown he must go, amongst the people who 
Identify him simply as a Jew 
 
Mitzvos to him precious as a gem 
Lunch alone, he cannot sit with them 
Taking time for minchah, ignoring all that’s said 
Meetings with a kippah on his head 
 
Five p.m. returning home, completely unaware 
An impact made on everybody there 
A Jew is always close to G‑d, he proved to them 
An everlasting Kiddush Hashem 
 

 
 
(Original tune by Rabbi Avrohom Twersky) 
 
To love a fellow Jew just the same as you 
Is the basis of our holy Torah 
He may be far from me, across the widest sea 
Still, I’d always love him just the same 
 
For seventy, eighty years, a neshamah wears and tears 
Just to do one favor for another 
Love him with all your heart — the heavens spread apart 
For every Jew is really our brother 
 

 
 
(Tune of Atoh Hokeil) 
 
Way up high, in the sky, there’s a building 
still unfinished 
Way up high, in the sky, the Mikdash 
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HaShlishi 
 
And for every mitzvah that we do so carefully 
Hashem will add a brick to the Mikdash HaShlishi 
 

 
 
Oh Dovid, I send you this letter 
Expressing my pain and despair 
To thank you for teaching me how to survive 
All the troubles I meet everywhere 
 
My parents don’t want me to daven 
They tell me to do something instead 
That’s when I tell them the things that I’ve learned 
Those wonderful things that you’ve said 
 
Chazak ve’ematz, always remember 
Be strong in your trust, not a pretender 
You cannot just take, you also must give 
Only then, have you learned how to live 
 
But my parents don’t see that I’m filled with emotion 
And serving Hashem with a total devotion 
You’ve cleared all my doubts, you’ve answered my dreams 
Now I know what a Jew really means 
 
I’m laughed at because of my Kippah 
My friends make me feel like a fool 
They don’t understand why I wear it all day 
Why I don’t take it off after school 
 
At home, I make sure we keep Kosher 
But few of my friends do the same 
They hide their religion where no one can see 
How I wish they could hear you explain— 
 
Repeat: Chazak ve’ematz… 
 
But so many are lost in a world of confusion 
Their faith isn’t real, it’s just an illusion 
I cry for them all, I pity them so 
For the beautiful things they don’t know 
 
I’m writing to you, dear Yossi 
In reply to your letter to me 
These are troubles in the life of an Orthodox Jew 

As by now you’ve found out, I can see 
 
I’m proud you’ve continued the practice 
Of keeping Mitzvos, as you should 
Now try to explain, as I once did to you 
To your Jewish friends, as I would 
 
Repeat:Chazakve’ematz… 
 
It is true, that they’re lost in a world of confusion 
Their faith isn’t real, it’s just an illusion 
Don’t cry for them all, but teach them to do 
The beautiful laws of the Jew 
 

 
 
(Tune of Mikolos Mayim Rabbim) 
 
One peaceful Friday night 
The table decked in white 
The gloom and darkness of golus 
Seemed lost in the candlelight 
 
Entranced by the brilliant glare 
The young boy pondered and stared 
He dreamed of a world of kedushah 
Where Shabbos is kept everywhere 
 
With z’miros and learning, and bright candles burning 
My weekly nechamah lifts up my neshamah 
For 'ַשָבת ַהּיֹום ַלה 
We are so different from them 
 
We raise up our voices, the whole world rejoices 
ַמע קֹוֵלנּו  ה' ֱאלֵֹקינּו, שְׂ
With zeal and desire, each week we strive 
To keep this tradition alive 
 
Because we’re the Am Segulah 
A nation of Torah and gedulah 
If only we’d all keep the Shabbos 
We’d surely bring the geulah 
 
As the candles dwindle in size 
Teardrops form in my eyes 
A feeling of sadness surrounds me 
As the small flame flickers and dies 
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But a ray of hope still remains 
In a world filled with darkness and pain 
Each week, light will shine through the darkness 
And Shabbos HaMalkah will reign 
 
Repeat: With z’miros… 
 

 
 
Wake up, Yidden, from the dream of golus 
Get ready to meet Moshiach Tzidkeinu 
Geulah is coming swiftly towards us 
Hinei Zeh Omeid Achar Kosleinu 
 
There will be no more wars, no more will lions roar 
Umol’oh Ho’oretz Dei’oh 
In a Mikdash built of flame, we’ll give thanks to His Name 
And march to Geulah with the Rebbe Shlita 
 

 
 
It happened Yom Kippur, as they were praying 
A truck pulled up, the sergeant was saying 
“A war has broke out, we need all our men 
To serve Lemaan Hashem” 
 
Young Mottel turned ’round to his father beside him 
“Father, advise me before I go fight them 
Give me a berachah I should have hatzlachah 
And let’s hope we’ll meet again” 
 
“Oh, Mottel my son, do not be dejected 
We have a Mezuzah, you’ll be protected — 
Set aside time during each day 
To study His Torah and pray… 
 
“Speak to our soldiers that will be with you 
Teach them יָך ָדֵעהּו ָרכֶׁ ָכל דְׂ  בְׂ
ךָ  ָמר ֵצאתְׂ  safe and secureה' ִישְׂ
Until you’ll be with us once more” 
 
 

 
 
The little bird is calling 
It wishes to return 

The little bird is wounded 
It cannot fly, but yearns 
It’s captured by the vultures 
Crying bitterly 
“Oh, to see my nest again 
Oh, to be redeemed” 
 
The little bird of silver 
So delicate and rare 
Still chirps among the vultures 
Outshining all that’s there 
How long, how long, it suffers 
How long will it be? 
Oh, when will come the eagle 
And set the little bird free? 
 
The little bird is Yisroel 
The vultures are our foes 
The painful wound is golus 
Which we all feel and know 
The nest is Yerushalayim 
Where we yearn to be once more 
And the eagle is Moshiach 
Whom we are waiting for! 
 

 
 
(Tune of Lakol Zman Vaais - Tzlil Vazemer) 
 
The summer has come to an end 
Onto the busses the campers ascend 
Hurt and upset some do seem 
Quite an emotional scene 
 
Chaim asks his counselor why 
When leaving camp do people cry 
I don’t understand what I see 
It's not such a big-deal for me 
 
The next Friday night at home 
Chaim was sitting alone 
The chayos and warmth just was not there 
And no one to care 
 
A tear runs down from his cheek 
He yearns for just one more week 
I now understand why they can't say fare-
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well 
To Gan Yisrael 
 
 
 
 
יךָ  ִהָנֵחם ַעל ֲעָבדֶׁ  שּוָבה, שּוָבה, ה' ַעד ָמָתי, וְׂ
ָכל ָיֵמינּו ָחה בְׂ מְׂ ִנשְׂ ָנה וְׂ ַרנְׂ ָך, ּונְׂ דֶׁ ר ַחסְׂ ֵענּו ַבבֹקֶׁ  ַשבְׂ
ם ֵניהֶׁ ָך ַעל בְׂ ָך, ַוֲהָדרְׂ יָך ָפֳעלֶׁ ל ֲעָבדֶׁ ה אֶׁ  ֵיָראֶׁ
ָנה ָעֵלינּו  ִויִהי נֹוַעם ה' ֱאלֵֹקינּו ָעֵלינּו, ּוַמֲעֵשה ָיֵדינּו כֹונְׂ
ֵנהּו  ּוַמֲעֵשה ָיֵדינּו כֹונְׂ

 
 

 
 מיר זיינען די שלוחים פון רבי'ן
 איבער געגעבן מיטן גאנצן לעבן 
 פארזייט און פארשפרייט אין אלע שטעט 
 אין אלע עקן פון דער וועלט
 מיר זיינען די שלוחים פון רבי'ן 
 
 איבער פערציג יאר האט דער רבי אונז געלערנט
 אז קיין שליח איז קיינמאל ניט עלענט 
 אין אונער שטעט פארשפרייטן אידישקייט 
 ניט נתפעל ווערן פון קיינע שוועריקייט 
 מיר זיינען די שלוחים פון רבי'ן 

 

 איבער פערציג יאר האט דער רבי אונז געלערנט
 אז קיין שליח איז קיינמאל ניט עלענט 
 אין גשמיות און חומריות ניט זיין פארהאוועט 
 מבצעים און שיעורים נאר געפראוועט 
 מיר זיינען די שלוחים פון רבי'ן 
 

י-ד-לתקן עולם במלכות ש  
 ווייל אט אט משיח קומט 
 אז מיט דעם רבינ'ס רשימות וועלן מיר לעבן
 וועלן מיר זיך זען מיט אונזער רבי'ן 
 

 
 

י ָשבֶׁ ה, וְׂ ָפט ִתָפדֶׁ ִמשְׂ ָדָקה-ִצּיֹון בְׂ ָה ִבצְׂ  
 

 
 
רֹאש עֹוז, ִעם ָהַרִבי ֵנֵלךְׂ בְׂ ַעד בְׂ ָת" ִנצְׂ ַמת "ּוָפַרצְׂ ִסיסְׂ  בְׂ

ִמיֵדי ָהַרִבי  ֵרינּו -ֲחִסיֵדי ַחַב"ד ָאנּו, ַתלְׂ ַאשְׂ  
 

 

 
ָרֵאל ָרֵאל הּוא ַמֲחֵננּו, ַגן ִישְׂ  ַגן ִישְׂ
ָרֵאל ִקיֵדנּו, ַגן ִישְׂ ת ַהגֹוֵאל הּוא ַתפְׂ ָהִביא אֶׁ  לְׂ
 

 
ַלע ָהךְׂ ָהךְׂ ָהךְׂ  , ַעל ַהסֶׁ ַלע ָהךְׂ ָהךְׂ  ַעל ַהסֶׁ
אּו ָמִים ַלע ָהךְׂ ָהךְׂ ַוֵּיצְׂ  ַעל ַהסֶׁ
 

 
 
Mir zainen di yungeh shluchim 
Oif dem kempfeld  
Mir zainen di glik-lich-steh 
Oif der gantzervelt 
 
Zain a baishpil in unzershtot 
Far aleh kinder 
Helfen in demRebben’sarbet 
Vet zain groiseh vunder 
 
Lernen Torah behasmodoh 
Tohn mitzvos besimchoh 
Hot der Rebbetzu-gezokt 
B’rochoh vehatzlochoh 
 
Dos is a z’chus 
In unzerleben 
Un an achrayus 
Tzu unzer heiliken Rebben 
 

 
 
ט ַריינְׂ ן, זָאג ִמיר פְׂ  זָאג ִמיר ִאידְׂ
רַאשעֶׁ  ר ַאבְׂ רּודעֶׁ ר, ַמיין בְׂ רּודעֶׁ  וואּו ִאיז ַמיין בְׂ
ן זעֶׁ ם געֶׁ ר מָאל ווָאס ִאיךְׂ הָאב עֶׁ טעֶׁ צְׂ ר לעֶׁ  דעֶׁ
ציעֶׁ  טַאנְׂ ן ִאין סְׂ וועֶׁ  ִאיז געֶׁ
סטָאפָאל ן ִאיז קָאנְׂ ר נָאמעֶׁ  אּון דעֶׁ
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